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FOREWORD

This second volume of the English Committee's two-volume

English Notebook is intended as a very practical guide to the

teaching of English ih grades 5 through 12, even though the major

focus is on grades 5 through 9. Many of the examples and comments

involving 9th-grade material will be found fully applicable to

grades 10 through 12. Moreover, we believe that-teachers of the

elementary grades will also find the material useful. We there-

. fore urge administrators and department heads to make this Note-
-

book available to teachers of English at all levels, K through 12.

This volume contains not oky samples of,in-class composi-

tion.assignments and reading comprehension examinations that have

been prepa F and pretested bY the English Committee, but espe-

cially a deta led analysis of student responses to these as-

signments and examinations. We have followed the pattern devel-

oped by the Commission on English for tMiCollege Entrance Ex-

'amination Board in the famous End-of-Year Examinations in English

for College-Bound Students, Grades 9 - 12, and we have attempted
0

to produce,here a volume that will be as useful for grades 5

throu4h 9.

We have keen'especially fortunate in having had, as we

did for the first volume, the advice and wisdom of Winifred

L. Post to guide us through the pre aration of this volume._

Winifred Post was a membe of the CormIlission on English, and

' her experience has been of extraord' ary help to us. -We are

also especially indebted to Charles W. Appel, Jr., who pre-

pared the composition sections for this volume. His insights,'
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always intended for the encouragement of students and their

teachers rather than for the disappsoval of sometimes clumsy

efforts, should be very helpful to experienced teachers as

well as new teachers.

Finally, I must express gratitude to all my colLeagues.

Their perceptive, conscientious, utterly selfless devotion

to this task has been.an inspiration to each of us and a source

of friendships that are a lasting bond.

.Edward 0. Shakespeare, Chairman
NAIS English Committee, Summer,

A

Edward 0. Shakespeare, Chairman
The Baldwin Schodl
,Morris and Montgomery Avenues
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010

Winifred L. Post, Consultant
Dana Hall School
21 Dana Road
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181,

Charles W. Appel, Jr.
St. Edmund's. Academy
5705 Darlington Road
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15217
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GENERAL INTRODI5L4ON

Few episodes are more dismaying for the beginning teacher,

or more unpredictable for the experienced teacher, than those

"moments of truth" when the successes and failures of teaching

and learning are evaluated by tests. Yet evaluation is essen-

tial to lesponsible teachtng, and in English teaching, the

thoughtful* prepared essay test is one of the best devices

ror-effective evaluation.

In this Notebook selections of answers to examination ques-

tions and composition assignments are analyzed for'four pur-

poses:'(1) to indicate the wide range within which a sensitive.

teacher can expect to find respectable answers, (2) to test

the validity of the questions and assignments, (3) to establish

some standards by which a teacher may judge the worth of the

student's answer, (4) to discover the success of the student's

learning experiences in English.

6
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EVALUATION OF COMPOSITIONS WRITTEN IN CLASS

One of the most difficult tasks for the English teacher is the

evaluation of students' compositions. The difficulty is com-

pt?unded in composj_tions written by younger students, for,the

gulf that separates the teacher's and the student's views of

a good composition often causes.frustration. We hope to alle-

viate some of this frustration by analyzing some students'

responses to NAIS composition assignmeRts. Our approach is

fourfold:

1. To show the great variaty with whIch students

respond to a topic.

2. To provide a fraMe of reference (particularly

for new teachers) in which day-to-day work

:can be examined.

3. To show the variety of points o view the

teacher may take when evaluati students'

responses.

4. To stimulate teachers attempt new or

unusual approaches to oomposition evaluation.

For each of the assignmenn examined in this composition sec-

tion, students were given the topics and were allowed approx-

imately 45 minutes to *ork. All their thinking, writing, and

proofreading was done during that class period. No additional

time was fiven in school or at home. All evaluatiVe comments

-2-
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made in the following pages of this Notebook take into consid-

eration that these are, essentially, firstdrafts.

Behind the evaluation of students' papers lies the phi-

losophy of the teacher and the department.' Teachers of stude9A

in the middle grades discover that composition courses lend

themselves especially to an inductive approach. For example,

in graae 5 the course might involve much time just, in writing

sentences, in grouping sentences together in crude paragraphs,

in stimulating interest in a wide variety of areas that might

become topics for writing, and in developing composition skills

in media other than the written page. -

In grade 6 the approach might'become-mdre formal, with

emphasis being placed on development of ideas, on searching

beneath the surface, and on developing a more sophisticated

sentence and paragraph struciure to enable the writer to ex-

press increasingly sophisticated ideas.

In_grade 7 in-depth revisions of students' papers, with

the teacher's working closely with_the writer, guiding and

advising, can produce a writing-workshop atmosphere that re-"

cognizes the hard work of writing. During this year more and

more attention can be paid to choosing words exactly, strut-

turing sentences more precisely, punctuating and paragraphing

the grouped ideas with more sophistication, and toning a com-

position for a partigular audience. During this 7th-grade

year, focus on these kinds of activities produces a more struc:

tured class environment, but one which should, if creative

freedom has been allowed in earlier grades, encourage students
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to mold their writing so that it.truly communicates their ideas.

As students move into grade 8, they are preparing for high

school and should face a more rigorous affplification of the

suggestions given for grade 7. Relationships between grammgr

and writing and between literature and writing lead toward the

study of more formal expository writing..Ind its application tn

the students' other academic fields (in research papers and

essay tests) .

Each school will, of course, design its program in accord-

ance with its needs and the needs of its students. Our hope

is that the evaluating techniques herein explored will be

applicable to any English department in any school, whether

they be used as guidelines for individual teachers or as sub-

jects for discussion in faculty workshops.

COMPOSITIONS.FOR GRAbES 5c--41.7UGH 7

"It Looked Lasy"

"I Sat Very Still and Listened"

The following asSignment, from an NAIS English examination,
yields results that can be effectively analyzed:

DIRECTIONS: Choose one of the sentences below for

an opening sentence.in a compositi Plan what

you wish to say before writing. 1/.. May jot down
-1

an outline or notes before you begin. Leave time

-4-



to reread your composition and to check

the spelling and the end punctuation.

1. It looked easy.

2 I sat very still and listened.

For several reasons this kind of assignment is especially good
for younger students: First, each student starts with the
advantage of not having to think up the beginning of a compqsi-
tion. Thus the problem of "I can't think of anything to write"
doesn't arise. Second, because the opening first line gives
to each student a solid base on which to build 'a composition,
the teacher can more fairly comppre how students formulate
narrative or estaelish character)or create some other effect.
Third, it encourages the student to write a narrative, by far
the most successful kind of composition for a child in grades
5-7.

The English Committee found a wide range of responses.
Some were fairly elementary narratives; others were more sen-
sitive and perceptive. The following samples are illustrations.

At

Sample 1, written by a boy in grade 6, midyear:

I sat very still and listened. I heard the sound
of Henry Ford's Model T rolling down a street. I heard
the sound of the Wright brothers worklpg on their plane.
Suddenly I heard a gun shot, another Mhd another.. I
heard men marching in perfect order. Men were dieing,
guns were cracking, sirens screaming. Then there was
silents. World War I had ended. I heard the sounds
of homeless people. Who had lost their hOme when a
bomb had droped on it. I heard women crying for their
dead Husbands. I heard children roamdng the streets for
they have lost their parents. And men working to rebuild
a demolished city. I heard the moans of.a hospital. Men
on the virge of dieing. Nurses and Doctors running through
the halls; giving to their patients. But now I hear a
knew sound. I hear busy highways and people walking
from store to store. Women walking down store aisles look
for low prices. I hear the sound of happy voices playing
games. I sat very still and listened. And I was happy
that people had a little love in them and not war inside
of them.

-5-,
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Probably the most striking characteristic of this compost-
tipn is the rhythmic movement from the repose' in the first
mentene:e, through the horrors of war, to the optimistic
promise in the conclusion. Within the context of what seem
to be unrelated incidents, the writer has forged ahead with
his eyes on a goal. Writing by students at this age often
lacks purpose. This student, obvio sly has a purpose; he.has
learned well for his age that one tus..t write toward an end.
Compare the'purpose of Sampl14 wi h the lack of purpose in
Sample 2:

Samplo 2, written by a boy in grade 6, midyear:

Tt lookel easy, but as I know well it isn't. Sky-
diving is a hard and dangerous sport.

Skydiving is a sport where skill is needed. Skill
and techniqut sometiMes vary bitween different skyikivers.'

In skydiving many things are essential such as the
\jump, knowing when to pull the rip-cord, and the landing.

At one dive I was testing a oxygen mask and at 20,000
feet:, T pullthe rip-cord but nothing happened. Steadily
fa ng, I'toOk. of,the parachute pack, opened'it up and let
t arachute out then put the pack on just in time. Three
mi. es later I landed.

That was oneiclose call I got into while skydiving.
I had many other lose calls in my career, but my closest

9;
call was not getti q a doctor's bill.

\------ .-:.

One is not'sure if this is an expository paper about skydiving
or a narrative about a skydiving incident. This student has
not yet learned to set a clear goal for himself. He has writ-
ten a "correct" paper spelling, punctuation, and grammar
are acceptable, and the style is readable but it lacks any
impact because he himself does not seem to feel any real need
to communicate an urgent idea or to suppress an irrelevant tid-
bit. Had he simply turned the paper into an exposition about
skydiving, the reader wciuld at least have learned some concrete
facts about the sport. The paper as it is generates little
interest. Sample 1, on the other hand, has many technical
flaws', but its clear purpose would seem to outweigh these flaws
in the final evaluation.

Both of these compositions can, of course, be examined
for other qualities. In Sample 1 we have considerable evi-
dence that the student has learned well that specific, concrete
details make an essay come alive. The men are not simply
marching, but marching "in perfect order." Not just any war
\tlas,ended, but "World War I," People are not simply crying,
but "women crying for their dead Husbalps." Such touches add

-6-
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verisimilitude, giving the work a life that engages the reader
in an emotional .response.

. In Sample 2, also, we hay. evidence that. he wrtter has
learned that detaiL6 are important. The listing of essentials
for the Skydiver, the reference to "20,000 feet," the three
minutes to reach the ground lend.authenticity to the paper.
In comparison with Sample 1, however, these details are not
ones that furthet develop toward a goal, but, rather, fill
space between lines of action.

The writer of Sample 2 should be praised for clarity of-
expression, -For.the most part the sentences are clear, the

. style is varied . the'ideas logically patterned. The spelling
and punctuation, though not perfect; are certainly adequate
for an in-class.assignment. Sample 1, on the other hand,
Ni.ndicates that the writer needs a great deal of work on sentence
fragments, quite common in the 6th grade. Capitalization skills
need to be strengthened, too, and so does spelling.

To eValuate ei.Llher of these samples, the tehcher must
ask, "Upon which set of priorities am I going to base my
deeisibri?" Is the teacher concerned with spelling or pgrpose
Or sentence.structure or viWid detail or clarity of expression
or total impact? Wha-ccombinations of the possible priorities
might ode use? These oices are up-to the individual instruct-
or, but what we all for et much too often is the importance of
seizing on the stren:t's of a 6th-grade writer and encouraging
the student to deve them: J31ften we dwell on weaknesses
with such tenacity that a student such as the one who wrote
Sample I soon feels that there is ltttle use in striking out
creatively. Either he plays the punctuation game or he turns
off

Sample 3, which folLows, offers yet other criteria for
evaluation.

SaMple 3, written by a girl in grade 6, midyear:

sat very still and listened. I was on the shore
of a small Canadian lake, going fishing, and I was afraid
that the rustling leaves and cracking branches might be
the warning that a hungary Sear or mountain lion was
approaching in search of small rodents or fish. The noise
came closer, my heart was beating and bobbing like a cork
under a faucet that is running full force. Then I dared
to look in the direction of the noise. I saw two large
eyes staring at me from the gloom of the dark forest.

Without thinking, I grabbed for.my tackel box,
but instead I felt a rough bristely paw. I ran.

When I got back.to camp, I found everything in a
mess. I could hear only the birds chirping and the wind
rustling the treetops.

-7-
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:.4. e into what was ieft'4 myteu..5
my surpriSe, was a litter of .At\in :flying _

eyes had not yet opened, and the ere sque

'terêtto
lag for 'food.

I had not been inside the tent more than thirty
seconds when I heard the rustling.of _leaves and the cracking
of twigs. I heard small feet this tilne: The canvas on 02e-
tent began to,. quiver. My spine shook., I shivered!, I was
scared butt . : Theh a mother fly,ing sgu4z-4524walkedle;
Its large eyes glowed in the darkneSs of the tentii.,;k'r

I had been scared of'a small fly.ing sgirrel all Q2is
time.

This.res-ponse is 4n,excellent example of the narrative approadh
to composition assignmentsosuch as this. Like the writer of
Sample 1, this student has a clear goal inimind. Each of '

the 'details builds suspense so that wheq.the climax of the
story 14 revealed, the reader senses joYat the. discovery.
This stUdent shows a sophistication wit grammaticarconstruc-
dons such as -ing forms of verbs ("t rustling leaves and
crackling'branchey") and an ability to u effigurative compari-
son ("aly hear,t was beating and bobbing like a cork under a
faucet that is running' full force").

One temptation we have as teachers is.to compare composi-
tions for ranking purposes.. It might be temOt#hg to give
Sample 1 a higher grade than S'ample 3,'for Sample 1 deals with
such obviously abstract and earthshaking problems. Conversely,
one might reward Sample 3 more generously than Sample 1 because
of its facile style and nearly error-free mechanics. 'But Sam-
ple 1 is unique for striking out in exploration of the feelings
and events that weigh heavily on the' writer's mind, ind Sample
3 is unique for developing a story-telling technique .to its
fullest. Should the teacher: thenplace one higher than the
otner? More affective instruction might be accomplished by
encouraging the.two-writers to learn from each other, and by
allowing the entire class to learn froT both. Sample 3-should
be recognized, however, for probably having been7-4-om the writ-
er's experience, while Sample 1 deals with vicarilbus experience
-- well handled here, but an approach less likely to lead to
success.

MORE COMPOSftekriiR GRADES 3 THR ;,GH

"The Small Craft Settled Mysteriously on the Sand"



In evaluating students' compOsitions, teachers will want to

keep i d that whatever objective criteria they emriloy,

their ultimate judgments ate Subjective. No.tWo teachars eval-
, ,

,

uate writing by the paMe criteria, por do they rank a-set of.

papers in the same order. In this Section, in analyzing stu-

dent ct.esponses for.the reasons given on page 1 we shall also

attempt to show the wide variety of acceptable subjective judg-

ments that teachers can

IN-CLASS ASSIGNMENT: Using the following tentenbe

as a first line in a composition, construct a

story or essay, uging your best writing style: The

small craft settled mysteriously on the sand.

This assigninent usuallyydkes. a variety of responses ftom
6th and 7th graders. Tlfe wording of the starter sentence egin,,
ahowever, produce a series of derivative science-fiction stortes.
The teacher may therefore wish to change the word mxsteriously
to gently or silently or to some other adverb that does not
seem to suggest a Twilight Zone adventure. Different groups
of students, of course, will react differently to any given,
assignment, as will eadh teacheT. The teacher must experiment
with the selectn of writing assignments or examination ques-
tions, changineand molding the assignments in such a way as
to draw out the very best from the students. An advantage 'to
this kind of assignment (in addition to those listed on page 5)
is thaCit allows the teacher to choose words calculated to
stimulate a variety of valid responses. In this particUlar
-assignment the words craft, settled, and sand are just general
enough and intriguing enough to afford striaerits'of varying
abilities the raw material for creating a composition suited
to their talents. For one student the "craft" might become a
flying saucer, the "sand" a stretch of desert. For another stu-
dent the "craft" might be a canoe, the "sand" a stretch of beach.

NtThis kind of assignment will also help teachers to eval-
uatetheir own teaching. For instance, the greater the variety
of interpretations 1)n any class, the greater the likelihood
that the students were encouraged during the year to see many
possibilities in any situation, certainly a prerequisite to
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creatiyitY. FollIwing are four students' responses to the
assignment:

Sample 1, written.by a boy in--grade 6, midyear,:

A

, A Tail, raft settled mysteri usly oa the sand. I
ran back to the villageand reported -t to the bewildered
people. Someone said we ougt,to prote t ourselves and the-
others4greed. .W

Silently they strode toward their Ppts and each came
back with a large Apear, with the' points è9. sharp and shiny
thatIlthey glistened in the moonlight. ,

Each man ran:to the beach.and hid in the tall gram,i
Everone looked at-the craft, it was large and shaped like
a:bottle that a woman might keep her spices in. It was
also very weather beaten.

Then it happened, something on the thing moved and
went up,and came to a sudden stop.

Something white walked out and then another.
.Our chief walked up to them and greeted them the did

'not say Anythihg. They just glared at each other.
SuddenlY something blew over head. It made a loud

noise. It came down softly. The white things got in and
we never saw them again. We all got up and walked back
slowly to our huts.-

Sample 2, written by a boy in grade 8, the beginning of'the year:

A small crait settled Misterous on the sand. The
villagers, from the village looked suspicious at the big
end dirty craft:- The villagers did not get near because

:it was very hot so hot that if you get 100 feet from the
hot aircraft, you will die. .So thb villagers did not take
there chances. Next morning the villagers went to see the
craft that came out of the blue sky. The aircraft was
cool so villagers inspected the airJEraft. All of a sudden
the door of the aircraft open slowly the villagers back
away. Then all of sudden big and long steps.came out of
the aircraft and then hit the:..dirty ground. Then people
came out and looked misterious to the villagers and vis
versa to the people in tHe air craft. The people in the
air craft had no ears and no hair. The villagers were so
stunned what they'never saw anythings like they saw now.
But then,..all of a sudden the people in the air craft
steped down anvil meet the villageger: ,3nd they like each

other, they sifook hands. Then time ,...ame for the people

leave the villagers.

15
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Sa4le .wri,tten by a boy inrgrade 6 midyear:
4

A small-craft settled mysteriously on the.sand,
its silver skids blowing up clouds of smoke as its engines
cooled of.

A tiny hatch &opened and out stepped six reptilian
creatures, then a strange sound issued from the Venusian
commanderatoothy mouth.

It was surely strange, for none who heard could ,

..undestand its meaning.
Then, with a quick movement two of 4e Venusians

Pulled tiny weapons, and the humans laughed in disbelief
of the tiny creatures standing before'them. Suddenly
all present knew.the meaning of the unearthly sounds.

It was a very good likeness that the Venusians had
thought upon themselves, very good indeed for they loCked
exactly like the.humans wHich once stood before them,
but stood thore no mo4e,_ for they were but tiny piles
of matter -tIn the sand.

Then:the Venueians left to meet other'ships whicch-
would soon he coming, for there were many ships, many
ships indeed.

ple 4, written by a boy in grade 7, midyear:
.

/The mysterious craft gently settled in the moist
spring grass. It was a small, round, metallic 'object
with a row of small bumps protruded from its silvery
sides. A hatCh opened up and a green-glow shone oUt from
thie opening. A ramp rolled out and three little glowing
green balls rolled out and stopped short at the end .of'
the ramp. Out of each ball cane a pair of metal-like
arms which each picked something Up. One clutched a rock,
one clut6hed a blade of grass, and the third clutched a
small red ant. The arms and what they had in them were
pulled back into the little balls. The balls then rolled
Re the ramp and back into the craft. The ramp was pulled
back in, and the door closed, leaving no trace of ever
being there on the strange craft. The craft slowly lifted
off of the ground and landed on the branch of a tree.

1

The English'Committee's responses to thes9) samples were as
varied as the samples themselves. One member of the Committee'
praised Sample 1 for its point of view; another condemned it
for its vagueness and faulty prorjoun reference. Examining a
composition from the points of.; ew of several evaLuators may
help teachers to see into a stu nt writer's purpose and' thus
better judge the writar's work.

t
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Careful Faspection shows that the w iter has established
and maintained throughout this composi on a point of view
quite alien to his own. In'iaddition, We has resisted the
temptation to indulge in .derivative science fiction. By re-
peating the word something and by referring to "something white"
and "something on the thing," .the student effectively describes
a phenomenon beyond the narrator's experience.

Several eValuators felt hat the student showed little
...paragraphing sense. ThiS see s,clearly evident half-way
through, where the paragraphs are single'sentences. It is

1,et O
possible,.althdugh not lik7ly,:th4 the writer-purposely shifted
to sudh achoppy matt-r athe oint'when "it happened, in or-
der to express the utter onfusibn of.the tribe after that mo7
ment (note, for instance, that the paragraphing once again
become ore syStematic w en the,danger has been dealt with,
as in the Tthal paragraph). liaaps the writer intuititely,
rather than purposefully,adopted this paragraphing style.

--Perhaps, on the other hand, he did not know any better. While
/the majority of the Committee held the latter view, one of the-

. evaluators marked the fourth paragraph (the first choppy one)
as exhibiting a real 'flair for the dramatic paragraph. .Here
again the teacher's judgment must be especially subjective and
take intb consideration.the individualTbeing judged'.

,.

Most of the Committee members were impressed with the
, student's word choice and his detail, particularly his authen-

tic metaphor in reference to the shape of the craft (third
-paragraph) and his vivid words (e.g., "bewildered,V"strode,"
"sharp and 'shihy," "glistened").

A teacher will call this student's attention to the run-on
sentences and the several misspellings, but to land too heavily
on such technical errors in a composition which, as a whole, is
above average in content, in sophistication, and in establish-
ment and maintenance of point of view wbald be stifling rather
than cormcctive.

The second sample generated much less disagreement among
the evaluators. This student shows serious weaknesses in sen-
tence construction, use of verb tenses, and repetition of words
and phrases. Probably.his language experiencesJAve been some-
what limited, but without more complete evideline should
not arbitrarily label him as "dyslexic" or nAikguage disabled"
and suMmarily ship him off to a reading specialist. Teachers
often encolinter problems-like these in middle school (or even

k at higher level's). The task for the instructor lies in en-
couraging such a student, in evaluating his work fairly, and
in broadening his language experiences. r

A close inspection of this selection reveals that in spite
of the student's handicap with tenses, he does have a good
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sense of time sequence. He moves, quite logically from the
beginning to, the end of the story with little difficulty on
a narrative levsl. "in addition, the writer reveals,a good deal i

of senSitivity in his realizatio# that "we" mpuld lOok alien
to'the aliens:/"Then people came out and lookedimisteriou to
the villagers Wrid -0,,s versa to the peop e in the air craf i

.,,

Also an awareneSs of the mysterious and a sense 'of plot d vel-
; opment, however elementary, are shown inihiseriting; for...;
' example, he has the villagsrs forced etO wait_u til morning.

before examitaing the craft:thus heightening e reader's sus-
pense. His visual imagination 's a169 prpmisi4ig. ,#is descrip-
tion of the vi lagers backing a y Could easil be. ranSlated ,

into a Piece o film and be quite\effective in build ng su ense:
.

. . . the door of'the aircraft'open slowly tV.e.vjek ager§
4 f %back away."

So the questibn remains; "What do I do with this'student?"
A great deal of red ink on his paper will not help, him at all.
The first step might be to set yip testingland remedial wo k
for him, but.this still does not answer the question of e luat-
i#g his work. Here, again,,. 's where the bjective judgme t of
the teacher is so critical.

Obviously, the writer s uld first be praised .or his
sincere effort (amounting to 70 words) in spite of the diffi-
culties'in his writing style. Second, many of the positive *

aspects of his writing, discussed above, should be shared with
him (on his level, of course). Third, one ofYtwo' of tile-most
common errors iv his writing (for example, repetitfous words
or faulty verb tenses) should be discusSed with him. A second
draft that corrects these types of errors would result in. mush
improvedwriting style: Certainly, this little story is good
enough to warrant some rewriting and then some form of publi-
caion. This student could be given the opportunity to read
hiS, story to his own classmates, in a receptive atmosphere, and
theta, perhaps, to younger studentg in the school, where his
audience would probably be even more receptive. .In addition,
thiS student's revised work should be included on the classroom
dis# yjpoard for students' works. It might also be published
in a fschool or cliss newsp4per.

;tt

11 of these aPproacheS are designed, Of course, to
str-engthen those'skills hat the student poSsesses and to help
keep his attitude tow mposing healthy. But what about ,

specific techniques', ing on his weaknesses? Several
techniques might serve:the'lturpo;pe. The teacher might tape

Agpmments about the writer's Ireollanical problems on.a oassette
'That the student could take home and use as a guide while he
revises his work. A dictionary assignment might be initiated,
with the teacher's underlining the misspelled words and the
student's looking them up and correcting them.- Most important,
the student should be taught fo read ,his compositions aloud to
himself. This technique often helps a very weak student writer
to spot errors. Whatever tack is taken, a sense of positivism

1 8
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and good humor mOt prevail if (1-se student's enthusiasm is
tip be maintaine -and his skills improved,

-
1 4

Compositions 3 and 4 are examples of competent, facile writing
styles. Both pieces of writing show imagination, precise vo-
cabularkand usage, and some sophisticated sentencetstructures.

(Compositions like these are so slick that teachers might let
the style mask the faults, place an A+ at the top of the paper,
and(neglect to instruct the student in how to make thl writing
even better.

T e(Committee observed that Sample 3 T.4as heavily influenced
by the Writing of Ray Bradbury, While tAis in itself is not
..Torth of condemnation, especially for a paper prepared in

'class, the teacher must be aware-that because much of the st3fle
and irony is based on the works that the student has recently
been reading, undue credi,t should not be given for app,grent
creativity. Several of 4heevaluators, howetrèr, reacted quite
favorably to the composi ion, even with the Bradbury influence,
citing the mature vocabul ry, the unusually competent _Sentence
structure (especially the first and fifth paragraphs), and the

4 studenCs ability to adapt his writing to tone and purpose,
notably in the opening and closing sentences. The ironic twist
at the end, though inspired by a variety of sources, is none*
theless executed effectively, with. . .4'. many ships, many
ships indeed" adding a dramatic, thought-provoking conclusion. 14t1
Upon closer inspection of, the wor one also notices the ironic
contract between the..tininess of e Venusians and their awesome
power.

!

. ;

This student will b'e greatly aided in his development if
the teacher points

third aragraph

OutAhow conAlsiiig the story becomes ne:ar .

p' , especially, has
the middle, mostly.becffuse of the faulty.pronoun references
in the central event. Thf
a great number of dangling pronouns (it, none, who, its). With
care and work on p 'sion, the student could crii'n I.-IF-this
paragraph and mak it ey its meaning much more clearly to
the reader:

Considerable disagreement arose over the transition be-
tween paragraph four and five, with half the Committee insisting ,

that the meaning was not clear and'half insisting that the sharp
break in trst4s_ion helped make the meaning even clearer. A
good case caril-,be made that with the demise of the humans at.the
end of parágraTp1 four a sharp break in transition helps to
emphasizetheir ota_ destruction, even though the reader must
struggle bit follow the flow of the idea. Agaiii, sutjec-
tive opinion m st be the deciding factor in judging this device,
perhaps after the teacher has ascertained if the student made
the break purposefully or by accident.

Finally, in Sample 4 the Committee found much to-disagree
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about!., One member praisell it for t*ving an exdellent build-
up to the ending where tl craft is revealed as being quite
tiny, while another member condemned it as not -really getting
anywhere. "All the apparatus for breath-taking action is here":'
but nothing much happens," said one of)the Committee members.
On the othe hand, another praised it,for its mysterious ending,
in which "the reader is left to ponder the meaning,of this tiny
ship\nestling i the leave of a tree-r--- (Perhaps i is still
there, watching you!)"

k

Mechanically, this pieces of writing is the best of the
'..four presented. The_Committee agreed that the sentence struc.-
ture and wording are'advanced for a seventh grader, Aling
particularlY the'excellent use of parallelism (e.g., "811e
clutched a rock, one lutched a bla40,of gra4S,.and a third
clutched a small re t."). One membet of the Committee chose -

this sample as the os aginat e of/ale foyr, in 'that the
Central idsp, thou sub y s Sh 14.\the earth as an ex-
-tr,.gordinary pla 'being ekaminedrbyt_aut ated objectS. In.... '

discussing this composition with the-student; however, t* ..i

teacher should certainly call attention,to,the changes irlThe,
wording of the starter sentence. %Although this in itself.did,I
not alter the excellence of the work; the student should be

e .

advised to follow instructions.* .

0

The.main weakness,in thiS sample lies in its anticlimax
orAp.ck,of climax, however one chooses to read 46., And aga'14*.
thaq4ubjective opinion becomes extremely important in judgitt
this "weakness:' The teacher should.first try to elicit from
the student whatherithe 'ending was meant to be mySterious (in
making us wonder) or' ironic (in making us shudder at the tirii-
ness of this machine), Or whether he simply could think of

0,

nothing else to Write. From there the instructor can praise,
suggest to, and aid the student in either improving the situa-

, tion as it stands or finishing the story, in some
\
thoughtful way.

These four examples, then, and the vviety of responses to
them, should remind us all how subjective is this business
of evaluating compositions. For every evaluator who chose Sam-
ple 1 as best, two others chose Sample 4. Still others chose
S mple 3. Lest we forget, the main reason why we evaluate
c mpositions is not to rank them, not even to grade them, and
su ely no to red-ink them until they become obscured. Rather,
our job to talk with the students, clarifying their purposes
in the c ices they make, helping them .db ascertain their pur-'
"poses when they don't know them. Our job to encourage
students and aid them in communicating their purposes and ideas
daily more clearly and more effectively than they might have
the day before. 09,

v

0
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This same topic when assigned to girls reveals an
interestingly different responAe. Instead of fantasizing -
science fiction, gtrls seem m6re drawn to life-like yet equally
-imaginative situations. ,Here are two examples, both of better-
than-average quality:

,Sample 5, written by a girl in,grade 7, midyear:

The small craft settled mysteriously on the sand.
It had drifted in from deeper waters. This green,%flat,
glisltening raft -like ,object, could very well have come
from outer space. But how did it come to be in the
wader) with its strange cargo? .Seated orf the craft, this
Martian-like'creaeure, had green mottled Van, anal rather
long legs. -Upon reaching the shore,-this U.F.O. (uniden-

iedifloating object),gracefully skiped off his craft.
He hen 'proceeded down ,to the waters edge to get a drink
of.Water. His minners copld have been better, as he
sltirPed tip the water. WherN:dorie, he-turned around, and
unfortunately noticed me, quietly observing him. Obviously
frdghtenedi this frog hopped 'back on to his lily pad and
drifted away.

\, Sample 6, written by a girl'ip grade 7, midyear:
,

The small craft settled mysteriously on the sand.
The tide was low and brushed over what the tide before it
had left, star fish, sand dollars, shattered driftwood, a
few toolz and parts of a ship. The color of the sky was
changing from grey to orange, and with the new sky a new
day was starting, leaving behind-the previous night's
typhoon. The small craft with four passengers had taken
a short voyage when the winds started to blow from the
southeast, and the tremendouves lashed against the
side of the boat, fell in, flooding it. The boat drifted
farther off course than it had intended-because of the
unexpected typhoon. The boat was sent up by a huge wave
and camesmasiing down ontà a group of rocks, splintering
the hull and heaving the,bodies of the'passengers out of
the boat and into, the ferocious jaws of the sea, its'

1fingers waiting to grab them.
But now, the sun was risile, over an orange sky,

shining over calm, crystal blue waters, and leaving the
scattered remains of a boat, on a deserted island.

The author of Sample 5, se4zing on the science-fiction tone of
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the opening sentence, plays a.sophisticated game with the 0
readers She leads the reader through one science-fiction cliche
after, another, et skillfulLy describes the details sci\,that
aley could -- a seen in the Aid6.have been interpret0 as
being of this e or from outv *space. Indeed, the inherent
honesty in her deception,is underscored by her amusing play on
the UFO as -an "unidentified floating object."

Accurate worcj choice is eSpecially important in this
composition. In eeping with the deception, the writer describes
the creature as ràeful'1y skipag Off the craft; in keeping
with the revel ion, s e descrrbes the frog as htlpping back
onto the\s-lily pad. Both descriptions are honest, accurate,
'and fully effective in context. An especially niOe touch is
thejncOngraity. of the graceful'skipping and the slurping that

..could". have been beeter mannered: The judgmenta-are clearly
he ,ob.rerver's.

Aside from a tao-liberal Sprinkling of commasp the only
major flaw inethe repeated use of this: "thisk_green, flat,
glisteninvra t-like Object " "this Martian-like creature,"
"thik IY:T.Q.," and "this.frog.'!7-71commOn characteristic of
untrained-vocal nariqETTm among adults as well as children;
the. reeeated use of this can most easily be reduced when the
teacher, in consultation with the stuflent, points -out that
this should refer to an'object that has already been.olearly
:intrdduced and which needs the special this identification
afterwards only to distinguish it from someother object.

Sappke '6 is, of course, the kind of composition that
'teach'erstibpe for but rarely receive. The writer h s an
exceptional eye for detail, and she has a large-voc bulary
that she draws upon with extraordinary .accuracy (n tice,..aby
the way, that the island is "a deserte4 island," n t arnsert
island).. She also has a fine sense of brganizati n endin
with an.effective elaboration on., and progreksion of, the
details that she has oarefully,selected foç elle first three.
sentences.

Even more admirable thansthat in Sample 5 is this writer's
use of vivid participles and verbs: "brushed," "shattered,"
"lashed," "flooding!" "smashing," "splintering," "heaving."
This skill is to be encouraged atong all students, and the, teach-
er should certainly use this paper as an illustration of thee
effectiveness of such word choice.

The teacher is faced with a'subtle problem, however, in
dealing with a paper so well written as this No writing is
so good that it cannot be better, yet the writer who has written
well, and knows it, should not be too deflated by criticism.
With Sample 6 the teachei must be especially careful to seek
an encouraging mixture of praise and criticism in hope of poine-
ing out successfully that there is too much repetition of subject/
verb structure in the entence beginnings, that the personification

...
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at the end of the first paragraph n6eds attention, and that
there should be a questioning of whether "lashed" or lashing
is preferable for the sentence structure involving the "tre-
mendous waves.,"

One approach is simply to start off by saying', "Your
composition is so good-that I'm going to criticize it on a
high level, the way an editor of a publishing company might:"
A little flattery of that sort won't hurt the exceptionally
talented studept.

COMPOSITIMS FOR GRADES 13 AND 9
t,

DIRECTIONS: Accurate, viid htail, properly

organized, cv reveal interesting'qualties in
.

people and situations. Describe in accurate

and vivid detail the appearance of a breakfast

or dinner table before the dishes have been

cleared away. Select and organize your details

in a way that will reveal something about one

two of Ale people who had-been sitting at

the table.

This type of assignment is more directive than the two
previously discussed, inasmuch as,it prescribes for Ihe stu-
dent a specific writing skill to be demonstrated. Such
assignmOts are useful throughout a unit on a particular

' skill. This one, for example, might be part of a literature
unit on revelation of character through written detail, or

(4

p rt of a composition unit emphasizing the use 1 concrete
d tails A building interesting writing.

_

In evaluating responses to an assignment whose purpose
i so'clearly stated, the teacher may choose to concentrakte

clusively on a particular a.iigned skill, in this casdir
'accurate, vivid detail . . . that will reveal something about
e or two of the people" who ate at the table. In focusing

on this one aspect, both the teacher and student can concen-
trate their efforts on a definable goal, something we,as
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Achers all too often negleC\ Such concentration will
enable the teacher to grade papers in a way that_cleaily
reflects the development of stUdents during the,span of the

i

unit presented, with no extrane us criteria (mechanics,

a
paragraphing, for instance) to oud the evaluation. Cer-
tainly, the other criteria woul be taken up later, perhaps
during revision, but we are concentrating here mainly on
evaluation of the students' success in meeting the stated
demands of the topic.

Sample 1, written -by ..sa girl. grade 9,' midyear::

It is 8:00 and breakfast is over. The cat is up
on the table and moving about between the dishes and
silverware

At he foot of the table, a crumpled napkin lay
on the f ooA. On the table,,a half-empty glass of
orange juice, a cigarette butt floating in the orange-
juice and a plate with dried,egg-yolk, swirled around
on it by piewflof toast. The silverware of this
place-setting was distribute4 across the table. The
knife that was used for spreading the jelly onto the
toast was now in the margarine. The spoon was coated

twith a thick, creamy resi e of chocolate ice cream.
Only the fork remained on e plate.

At the other end, the head_of the table, the
plate was neatly pushed back from the edge of the
table; and the knife and fork rested parallel to each
other in the middle of the plate. The spopn rested
on a saucer with an empty cup that once held coffee.
In the right corner was a cut-glass ash-tray with a
cigar butt in it. Immediately behind the ash-tray was
a small plate with the empty skeleton of half a grape-
fruit and a grape-fruit spoon sitting on it. The
napkin ad been thrown in the trash basket, and the
cat wa4 now trying to get it out again.

T e sundight shone on the table and gavi it a
look o tranquility, peale and as if an earthquake had
hit hal he table.

Sample 2, written by a boy in grade 9, midyear:

After everybody has left the'breakfast table,
their plates remain with scraps of food scattered on
them. The piteher of milk is in the middle f he
table, becoming warm and sour, as the lefto er fOod
becomes cold.

At one side of the table there are tw plates
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which are smaller than the rdikt. \There-is more food
on the two small plates than ther is on the larger one.s.i

Next to one of the small plate s a pile of wet napkins
which were.probably used to c ean up some spilled mdlk.
There A ajso a glass, smaller than thy others around the ,

pext,tO the plate.
.

The- plastic.placemat has creamcheeqe sneared all

ove one bóttom Corner, and has fish b6nes scattered

along ihe side. There.ts one spoon,on the placemat
which is.Covered with small fi14erprints. A fork, stucic

.into a piece of a partialy eaten bagel is half on the_
plate, and half on the placemat.

The leftOver pieces of'food have all been mixed
together, and put in a pile in the middle of the plate.
On top of the pile is an olive pitwhich is still half
covered with the black olive.

At the head Of the table is A plate which has only
a few small bones at the edge. Sone juce, from a tomato,

has formed a small puddle at one end of the plate.
The silverware is neatly piled on the placemat,

and there is,a'napkin-which is dirty, but has been neatly
refolded and placed next to the silverware.

There is also a coffee cup, on iti saucer, which ,

is empty. On the saucer there are cigarette ashes and
a cigarette butt which has absorbed the few drops of
coffee which were spilled on the saucer.

Around the plate and placemat there are no scraps:
Of food or dirt of any kind.

Sample 3, written by a girl in grade 9, midyear:

Relatives

Eight cluttered places set, eight napkins on the
seats of eight chairs, pushed out of place by their
owners; thqs, and the.fact that the scene takes place in

a dining room, prove that company has come and gone.
One place seems to stand out, it's the only one

with red lipstick on the half-filled wine glass. The only

ashtray on the table stands next to this glass. A lone

cigaret lies in the a:shtray, smashed and battered, bearing
the same red marks. The plate is so clean, that it seems

as if it were not used at all. One chicken bone and
half arbiscuit are all it contain.

Across the table, there is another place. oever

ate there left their pink, moist, chewing gum neath

the plate. This glass is clouded with fingerpri s, which

seems strange, since the milk inside looks almaczt untouched.
On this plate too, like the one across the table, there is

an absence of vegtable remains. -But this plate shows evi-

dence of leSs refined tastes. The rice spills over the
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edge of the plate, an0 is left to dry on the table
cloth, and there musebe half a dozen different pieces
of Chicken with most of the meat still on them.

* These two people's places may be different, but
.t4eir tastes could seem almost the same.'

Sample 4, written by a boy in grade,.9, mddyear: .

The plate of remains was near the almost empty
glass of ivdter. The mashed potatoes' stood as swirls and,
spires rising from the marsh of gravy. A few fragments of

Sample 1 reveals thae.its author has a idea of how to .

respond.to.a composition assignment. iter has sensed
the reason behind the assignment and h tempted to respond
to thqt purposi. The description of t .. , site places and
thejlearly equai development of each in. c..e ehat te author.
has Correctly tilterpreted the teacher'it goal (i.e., to evaluate
the ptudent!s ability to reveal character through detail) and
has provided a well-balanEiriiiample of just that skill.

411

Most of the details in Sample l_are excellent: "the
half-eMpty.glass-of orange juice," "the thick, creamy residue
of chocolate ice cream" (a curious item to be included without
comment), and "a cut-glass ash-tray with i cigar butt in it."
In addition to these, the writer has also introduced more com-
plexAetkils, which allow the reader not only to see the scene,
but to sfeculate about the action that went before: "a plate
with dried egg-yolk swirled around on it by pieces of toast"-
and "The napkin had been thrown in the trash basket . . ."

What-takes ehis composition a.particularly good response
to the assignment is the choice and grouping of details to
form accurate pictures of the diners. The choice of two ex-
treme types gives the author a chance to reveal stereotypes
familiar to the reader. Each set of details in the second
paragraph,from the napkin on the floor to the coated spoon,
moves toward the iclentification of a sloppy eater. There are
no extra details or conflicting data. Paragraph three, like-
wise, drives on toward a single image, a neat eater. Every
word, every phrase develops this idea: "neatly," "parallel-,"
"empty cup," the cut glass of the ash tray, the napkin in the
trash basket rather than on the table or floor.

beef lay strdWn like a 3igsaw puzzle that was far from
completion. lir napkin had been thrown on top of the
spoon and excePi for the corner that slipped into the gravy,
it regained sp*Oss. The knife remained poised on the ,

side of the ila4eCand the fork rested innocently inside
it,.despite the marks all the ief overs bore.
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Only the details in .the last paragrapWfail, and then \

only because of difficulty in expressing them. Perhaps this
writer might better have ended the work at theword tranquility.
Although the beginning and the ending might not be subjected
to close evaluation, inasmuch as they deal with introduction
and conclusion rather than with revelation of character, they '

should be noted as reflecting, together, the tw&basic types
described in the compositiOn: the wandering.cat and the earth-
quake representing the sloppy element; the sunlight, tranquility
and peace describing the neat element. Whether intentional or
not, this kind of integrity, expecially the cat's presence at
the beginning arid, end, lends coherence to a, composistion.

Sample 2, in addition to the stated limitation of criteria
for evaluations, provides an excellent.basis for instructing
the writer in paragraphing; thOdescriptive details suffer
from the fr),Ilty choice of paragraph breaks. A first reading
of this co '- ,sition suggests a scattering of details with'lit-
tle or no relevancy to each other. More careful inspection,
however, shows clearly that paragraph three is an extension
of paragraph two. Joining the two paragraphs would avoid the
apparent lack of cohesion. Likewise, the final folt paragraphs,
when united, provide a more unified,presenEation of details.
So though we are evaluating use of detail, we can show students
how mechanics or style may affect performance in that skill.-

Although this pap r, like Sample 1, abounds in details,
the approach is quite, .fferent from that in Sample 1. The
introductOry paragraph concentrates on the entire table. De-
tails about the pitcher and food s'craps and the lead-in to
the children's plates reveal much about the table (note the
neat contrast between the milk warming and the food cooling),
but they ,bypass the individual diners. A'teacher may deal
with this potentially faulty emphasis in a number of ways,
either praising the techriique.as a good device for enterin-g
the main assignment smoothly, or suggesting that the student
get to*the main assignment more directly. The lack of an end-
ing, however, suggests either.that this student had a less
complete picture of the goal of the assignment than did the
first writer, or that he ran out of time.

a*

Once itto the main section-(the description of the chil-
dren's plates and the plate at the head of the table), the

teacher finds that the writer has a keen eye for details and
what they reveal: the two small plates to indicate children,
the "pile of wet napkins" and what they suggest, the "small
fingerprints" which are not only on the spoon but cover it.
This author has a tendency to rely less on stereotypes. In-
stead of the succinct lists given us by the first author, which
suggest immediately a "type" of person, the second author
seems to delight in playing with \the items at the table to en-
courage us to see the characters come alive. The'leftover
pieces mixed and piled; the fork still stuck in a bagel, its
position half on and half off; the half olive pit perched atop
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th pile of leftovers -- these details, though not necessarily
more perceptive than those in Sample 1, are presented in a
livelier, more immediate manner.

The-style of Sample 3 is different from that of either 1
or 2. It seems more expository than narrative? Such wording
as "this, and the fact that," 'prove that company has come
and One," and "shows evidence of" lends a less convincing tone

° to the paper.

Some of the details turn into editorial comments,which,
instead of reve4ing the characters of the diners, are used
to prove wh4t,14nds of people sat there. "One place sects to
staHa-13171t," "which seems strange," and "evidence of less re-
fined tastes" are phrases typifying this editorializing technique.

Many of the details are good, however. The<ed lipstick,
carried through three lines in paragraph two, subtly suggests
an overdressed woman, perhaps nervous and unsure of herself,
.ari impression intensified by the "smashed and battered" ciga-
rette in the ash tfay. The touches about the "pink, moist,
chewing gum underneaeh the plate" and the strangely clouded
glass alSo make subtle points -- perhaps the woman s'spoiled
son, $erhaps two people involved in an unplellant conversation.

However, simple or complicated our interpretation of the
scene, the writer's details do suggest the bape of conversation
or action at the meal and the types of characters involved. '

The final Sentence, unfortunately, detracts from the ect.
,First, its editorial coMment about the difference and same
of the people is a weak attempt at a conclusion to an other-
wise adequate work. Second, the misuse of the word tastes,
which seems to be a relatively insignificant matter of diction
in the next-p-last paragraph, creates a disconcerying ambiguity
in the final paragraph.

The weakness of the final,paragraph should lead teacher
and student to a thorough exploration of effective conclusions
and of the uses and abuses of editorializing. The teacher could
refer to the final paragraph.in evaluating the entire composi-
tion, pointing out that the editorial style might be misunder-
stood to imply that the reader is not intelligent enough to
discover the character of the diners through the selected de-
scriptive details. Then the teacher could suggest that the
editorializing more probably indicates the writer's lack of
confidence in her.ability to develop ideas through the use of .
specific details. At the end of the conference, the teacher
might encourage the student to revise arid rewrite the piece,
eliminating the editorializing and strengthening the details,
or the teacher might simply praise the student for the good..
details already used. As always, the Individual involved will
determine the teacher's approach.

L
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In Sample 4 a familiar problem ari,ses. The rest'of the class
has worked the full forty-five minutes to write a well-developed
page or page.,and a half, cons-cientiously attempting to fulfill
the assignment. One student, however, with an eye toward brev-
ity, writes a composition that fills,no more than a third or .

a half of a page.

One hopes that English teachers are not judging any work
purely on its length. Gone, one hopes, are the days of "Write
a 450-word essay . . " Still, length may reflect the student's
ability and commitment to develop a paper. What, then, does
one do when one paper is so much shorter than the others? Per-
haps the answer lies in rereading the assignment and the response.
Does the short piece fulfill the assignment in terms of the
single skill being evaluated? The answer in the case of Sample
4 is "partially."

Indeed, the details have the tone of.a still life: "swir14
and spires rising from the marsh of gravy," "fragments of beef
strewn like a jigsaw puzzle," and that neatly-drawn napkin, w'th
only its corner in the gravy, are examples of the student's
artistic eye for detail. Certainly, this writer-artist has
given the reader a terse, vivid description, but this is only
half the assignment.

Has th author revealed the character of the diner? Ful-
filling qhat requirement is the second half of the assignment.
In Samp1 s 1, 2, and 3 the characters revealed are recognizable:
nea S and sloppy eaters, children and adults, a nervous woman

kand er frustrated,companion. , But in Sample 4 no clear char-
acter emerges; at least none is developed consistently: "Swirls
and spires" of potatoes and a spotless napkin seem to be'oppos-
ing characteristics, and the knifsk, that is. "poised" and the
fragments of beef that are "strewn" reflect a similar incon-
gruity. Only in the innocen4e of the fork and the battle scars
on the leftovers do we have évidefice that the inconsistencies
may 'be intentional.

The teacher must decide, probably in discussion with the
student, whether the student attempted to poitray a character
with conflicting traits or simply failed to plan and develop
the details consistently. If the latter is true, the teacher'
has an excellent opportunity to show the student how further
planning and development of the details may produce a more
5oherent and unified composition, regardless of the length.

The length of this composition is, alone, of little real
concern; the development of the idea is. If the development
suffers from the brevity of the piece, the composition is too
short. If, on the other hand, the inconsistent character re-
velation and the questions it raises are the result of intent
and careful planning, the length may be adequate.

Finally, one might be concerned about the ltick of an
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introduction and a closing to the piece. This composition
does not seem to stand as a complete work, a point that might
be brought to the student's attention in illustrating how an
introduction and conclusion would improve the over-all tone
of the response. In evaluating this paper from the single-
skill paint of view, however, the teacher would not take the

. lack of th1oductiOn and conausion into consideration; the
assignment sks only for a description, not a fully polished
composition

All four samples presented in this section are respectable
responses to the assignment. How the teacher comments on them
in a classroom situation or in private conference depends on
the teaching noment, for in that moment, as the creative urge
of the student d the disciplining guid ce of the teacher
interact, a sense of challenge and growtU emerges -- and
perhaps a true writer and a better teach are in the making.



6

TESTS ON COMPREHENSION OF PROSE

In the lower grades, 5 and 6, the teacher begins to select

texts that go beyond a direct level of comhiunication and into

the level of implied meanings. 'Now the teacher is concerned

not only with students' comprehension of 4 piece of literature

in its entirety, on a basic level, but also with their sensitivi

ty to subtle undercurrents that imply cie'eper meanings or that

raise unanswered questions. The tests and"`sample answers that

kollow may encourage teachers to seek the best possible anthol-

ogies or individual literary works appropriate to.a particular

grade level, and may be useful in encouraging students to

disccover layers of meaning that might otherwise have gone

unnoticed. They also show the higher levels of sophistication

that teachers can, and should, expect from students in grades

7 and 8 and in grades 9 and beyond. Equally important, these

tests and answers should be a helpful guide to the preparation

of essay tests and to the evaluation of students' aswers.

ETy answers to tests on comprehension of prose provide

teachers with #n excellent opportunity to evaluate skilli

in comprehension and in expository writing. Since so-called

objective tests (typically, questions with predetermined

multiple-choice or tcue-false answers) give little.latitude

for a student's intellectual probing of a literary passage and

no opportunity for expository writin we strongly encourage

the use of the time-consuming but far more effective essay

test,

31
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A TEST OF PROSE COMPREHENSION, GRADES 5 THROUGH 8

Travels with Charley

Preparing young students for tests like the following one is a
long process. The demands of essay answers can seem 'terrify-
ingly undefined, and unlels students have had exposure to testa
of this kind, they will react,with a flurry of anxiety. "Prac-
tice" tests, followed by a discussion of duplicated sample
answers from the best responses, are very helpful in reducing
anxiety. This procedure, reinforced periodically by a similar
treatment of "real" tests, eventually results in solid prepara-
tion.

TIME: Allow 30 minutes.

6' MDIRECTIONS: Carpfully read the. following passage,

and then answer the questions on it. (Feel f4ee

to underline or to make notes on this sheet.)

My finger was reluctant to touch the trigger,
I must be getting very old and my ancient condi-
tioning worn thin. Coyotes are vermin. They
steal chickens. They thin the ranks of quail and
.all,other game birds. They must be killed. They
are the enemy. My first shot would drop the sit-
ting beast, and the other would whirl to fade
away. . I might very well pull him down with a
running shot because I am a good rifleman..

And I did not fire. My training said, "Shoot!"
and my age.replied, "There isn't any chicken with-
in thirty miles, and if there are any they aren't
my chickens. And this waterless place is not
quail country. No. These boys are keeping their
figures with kangaroo rats and jackrabbits, and
that's verthin eat vermin. Why should I interfere?"

"Kill them," my training said. "Everyone kills
them: It's a public service." My finger moyed to
the trigger.. The cross was steady on the breast
just below the panting tongue. I could imagine
the splash and jar of angry steel, the leap and
struggle until the torn heart failed, and then,
not too long later, the shadow of a buzzard, and
another. By that time Itwould be long gone --
out of the desert and across the Colorado River.
And beside the sagebrush there would be a naked,
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eyeless skull, a few picked bones, a spot of
28 black dried blood and a few r s of golden fur.

I guess I'm too ol nd o lazy bo be a
good citizen. The secon cp)iote stood side-
wise to my rifle. I moved ,b.he cross hairs to
his shoulder, and held steady. There was to
question of missing with the rifle at that

34 range. I owned both animals. Their lives
were mine. I put the safety on and laid the
rifle on the table. Without the telescope
they wgre not so intimately close.

From Travels with Charley -- In Search
of Ame-i1C-a7b37-Tan Steinbeck. Copyrigh:t
Tg61, 19-62 by the Curtis Publishing Com-
pany. Copyright 1962 by John Steinbeck.
Reprinted by permission of The Viking
Press, Inc.

QUESTIONS: Read all of the questions before you

begin to write. The last question will count

somewhat more than the gthers. Be sure to use

complete'sentences in your answers.

1. What reasons does the author give for
killing the coyotes?

2. What reasons does the author give for not
killing the coyotes?

3: Why is "a few rags of golden fur" (line
28) better in this passage than just
"a piece of fur"?

4. Why does the author say he "owned both
animals"? (line 34)

,2
5. Does the speaker in the passage kill the

coyotes, or not? Explain your answer
fully, being sure to give as many clues
from the passage as you can to suppgrt
your position.

This test has worked best with students in grades Othrough 8.
However, the arrangement of the questions makes the test
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le also for the fifth grade. Questions 1 and 24. for
nce, help students to do better on 3, 4, and 5. Inde9d,
almost forte stuients to take a second and third look

the passage. Most fifth graders grasp the conflict in
he narrator's (the author's) mind, but many take quite literal-
l'y the ironic excuses for not kiliii1 the coyotes ("getting
very old," "ancient conditioning oe(aring thin," "too old and
too lazy tb be a good citizen"). Most understiand the implied
decision not to shoot the coyotes, but some are thrown olff by
the linal sentence and read into itO a sug estion that w thout

the coyotes a sport-
few students, fam.1-

reference to the safe y
ul

the telescopic sight the author hasgive
ing chance before shooting them. Aver
iar with firearms, are confused by -0e
and assume that it has something tod with taking more care
aim. Given such misinterpretation4as these latter two, the
teacher might appropriately allow sdme credit to the student
for attempting to make sense_out of a justifiable misunderst
ing. One would hope, however, that_the teacher has created
classroom atmo.sphere that mak!lp thestudents feel comfortable
in asking questions about matters ,,thlt puzle them.

Most,of the answers that,fol1o* -are by students in grades
6 through 8. A few illustratiVe andAnteresting answers by
5th graders are also includOe Al;wiaere written in class with-
in a thirty-minute time_141allt.for lading and writing.

Answers by Student A, grade 7:\\ /41'

1. Th4 author said that \wavyoteslielq.vermlin. They kall
chi ns; quail and 44i othelVaine-tIrds. He stated
them as the enemy. *he author said it would bp a
public service.

bk
2. There weren't dhy 6h.1 01140, within thirty miles, and

none were the rifleman's.7 There were no quails in
this waterless place, tt coyotes weren't really as
close as they see o bv.

3. It shows how the buzzards would tear up and eat the
coyote with the word rags, and the golden fur is
helpful to show us the colbr of the coyote.

4. He owned the fate ofthe coyotes, he would kill them
or let them go.

5. No, he was contemplatirig this question, finding, in
my mind, more reasons not to than to kill the coyotes.
At the end of the passage he states that they were
really out,of his range anyway. Another point is that
he laid the rifle on the table before he noticed the
long range, it says to me that his mind was made up.
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The answers by Student A illustrate mediocrity in reading
comprehension but clear competence in written expression
(despite some lapses in sentence punctuation).

The first answer is a succinct prf-analytical restatement
of Steinbeck's own wording, selected in detail from context.
Its only fault is that it does not probe beneath this lievel;
it does not indicate that the student has sensed the uncomprom-
ising laWs of society in,the preservation of livestock and the
protection of game. By confinipg the language of the answer
to the language of the passage itself, the student has limited
theipossibility of probing the textsfor implications.

The answer to Question 2 is far less effective than the
answer to Question 1. It does not mention the part that these
coyotes would play in killing other vermin; it gives no idea
of the compassion implicit in the' third paragraph of the passage
and it makes no reference to the author's age, either on a
literal level or on a level suggesting the conflict between
duty and individual judgment.

The answer to the third question is good. It certainly
is explicit in showing sensitivity to the word rags. It falls
short of excellence, however, in failing to explore the full
significance of golden fur, either by itself or in contrast
to the rags. UnfortunaFery, Question 3 is the kind of ques-
tion that delights teachers in their anticipation of good
answers but often disappoints them with inadequate answers.
Perhaps the question should be rephrased as follows: Why is
"a few rags of golden fur" (line 28) better in this pas-
sage than "a piece of light-brown fur"?

4 The answer to Question 4 is commeondable for its economy
and accuracy.

A full answer to Question 5hdWever, requires discussions
of the conflicts between duty and Ebeling, -between public ob-
ligation and private reason, between the executive being and
the aesthetic being. It involves a drawing together of all
the elements touched on in Questions 1 through 4. References
to putting on the safety and laying the rifle on the table are
not enough. The answer by Student A is almost ruined by the
misinterpretation about the range (in contradiction to what
the student had already.written in answer to Question 4) and
is made barely passable by its reference to no more than the
safety and the rifle.

'Student A's answers are typical of those of many seventh and
eighth graders. They are.the answers of a person clearly
ready for more searching comprehension of literature. The
teacher can best help such students by holding high exRacta-
dons, by encouraging perceptive insights in classroom discus-
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sions, and by asking the sort of oblique questions that lead
toward a discovery of the pleasures awaiting the reader who is
becoming sensitive to implied meanings.

Answers ky4 Student B, grade 6:

1. Coyotes are vermin. They steal chickens. They
thin the ranks of quail and all other game birds.

2. There isn't any chicken within thirty miles, and
if there are any they aren't my chickens. And
this waterless place is not quail country.

3. Fur was very valuable to people who lived out .

there because it was very rare. They were poor so
avything that looked very valuable they praised it.

4. The animals became his because he had them trapped
and he had them in a good position .or what ever, Vo
kill them.

5. Yes, he kills the coyote because he had them
trapped and he said their lives are mine.

The answers by Student B are not typical, but such answers
occur with enough frequency among middle-school students to
warrant comment. First of all, this student handed in her
paper before half the allotted time was up, and she rejected
an admonition to take back her paper and at least proofread it.
Second, she indicated, by her answers, that her reading was
superficial and impatient, her comprehension marred by serious ,

misinterpretations of parts 06006 passage. Apparently she
assumed that Steinbeck s statWent that he "owned both animals"
meant that hellad "trapped" them and that he was going to keep
their cage locked by means of the safety. -Even more serious
is her conjecture that golden fur refers to monetary worth and
that the peopla living in "this waterless place" must be so °

poor that the golden fur seems very valuable.

Teaching students,to hold their interpretations in abeyance.
until they are into their second or third reading of a passage
can be one of the most important lessonslithat a teacher can
pass on to the maturing reader. The haste, impatience, and
inaccuracy evident in Strdent B's work indicate that she needs
help on a one-to-one basis Intil she overcomes her costly pat-
terns of reading.

3 6
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Answers by Student C, grade 7:

.-, .

1. One of the reasons'the author.gave for killing the
coyotes was that they steal the chickens from the
farmers. Another reason he had for killing the
coyotes was that they killed off the quail and other
g'ame birds ikhich the hunters hunt for sport. Also

% everybody e se kills them too, and he sees it as a
good deed.to the commdnity.

2. One of the reasons the author gives for not shoOting
them, is that there isn't even a chicken within thirty
mdles of the place. And even if there were any chickens
they weren't his so why should he care.

There also weren't any quail or game birds in the
area just rats and jackrabbits, so its just a vermdn eat
vermdn area. He doesn't see why he should interfere
with this cycle.

He also doesn't kill the animals because of how
they would run then fall to the ground squirmdng until
their last bit of energy was gone: )1e also thought
about them lying there dead, being picked at by.some
buzzards. This he did not want.

3. "A few rags of golden fur" is better than a "piece
of fur" because it is more descriptive. It gives
the reader a more clear understanding and also it
makes it much more interesting, and more fun to read.

4. The author says he owned both animals because at
that moment the lives of both of those coyotes was
in the hands of the author. It was up to him and
only him whether or not these creatures would live
or_not, so he owned their lives at that moment.

5. Theauthor does not shoot the two animals. After
discussing it with himself he made up hiS mdnd to
not kill them. He put the safety lock on and pilt
the rifle down. He Sees himself getting old and
to soft hearted to kill something for no reason at
all.. He had the perfect chance to do it, but he
didn't.

With the exception of the answer to Question 3, this set is
excellent. Answers 1 and, 2 go well beyond a mere parroting
of the text; they give persAttive evidence that the student
has a self-assured comprehO4lon of implied meanings as well
as of stated meanings. Vie*d as., a whole, this set of answers
suggests, too, a need for fTexi4ptity in the teacher's approach
to evaluatipn. The answer to Question 2, for instance, is so
detailed, probing, and explicit that it anticipates the answer
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to Question 5. The answer to Question 5 is therefore no longer
than it should be. In facti, the student's attention to ex-
plicit details in Question 2 has allowed for an interpretive
summation in Question 5.

A par6icular chaaoteristic of good answers is especially
clear in this set; each answer begins with an implicit restate-
ment of the q4estion. Almost invariably the student who has
acquired the discipline of stating, in the first sentence, the
purpose O%tihe answer is going to produce at least adequate
answers. e teacher who insists on such a format will be
doing the student an important service.

Selected Illustficive Answers t Questions 1. 3. and 5

Answer to Question 1, by Student D, grade 6:

1. The author sags that coyotes are verzpins and they
steal chickens. He knows that everyone kills them
and that it is a public service, because they are
vermin. They must be killed.

For-succiittness and perception it would be hard to improve
on this answer. It gets all the ilications.

'Answer to Question 3, by.Student E, grade 7:

N. 3. I feel "a few,rags of golden fur" (line 28) is _

better for this passage because it seems to compare
two different thoughts in the same phrase. "A few

.., rags" refers to an image referring to a poor, worth-
less side of the animal. Gn the other hand, "Golden

li

fur" portrays a

b
trasting image of the coyote's

beautiful coat. '.

This answer, though a bit weak in its follow-through, is
the kind that gratifies the expectations of the teacher who
has Introduced the idea of connotatiRn. Such a good answer
clearly indicates a superior student.--

3 8
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Answer to Question 5, by Student F, grade 8::

5. I believe the speaker did not kill.these animals.
He never states that he does, and the implications
that he has are not very strong. In the third para-
graph he says it's a public service to kill them.
Afterwards,,in the fourth paragraph he says "I guess
I'mAoo old and too /azy to be a good citizen."
Immediately after he declares his ownership of the
coyotes, he puts the safety on #lis rifle, without'
giving any hint that the 4un hals been fired. He

fl
does not go to collect the animals, yet seemdngly
remains stationary and observes'the distance between
him and the coyotes.

The careful reasoning hete is persuasive evidence that the
student has read the passage carefully and has comprehended it
fully. The evidence is persuasive because it is explicit and
very-specific. It is a model of the kind of specificity and
organization that the teacher should hope for from a very able
8th-gtade student.

The following answers by fifth graders, tfiough better than
those typically written at this grade level, are_not Unusual,
and they do illustrate the kind of rewarding answers that teach-
ers get from students who are still unashamedly naive in their
approach to writing. They are the kind of answers that we
teachers must praise and encourage in hope that such Intuitive
rightness can be,preserved-through the years of increasing
sophistication.

Answer to Question 3, by Student G, grade 5:

3. A few rags of-fur is better to say instead of a piece
of fur because it gives more detail for instance,it
gives the,color of the animal and how the hair was
torn apart.

111111101

Though failing to labor with the word Kolden, this student has
clearly sensed and explicitly dealt with the cohnotation of rags.

Answer to Question 3, by Student H, grade 5:
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3. The reason why a few rags of golden fur is better than
a piece of-fur in these passages is that a few rags of
golden fur sounds prettier and lonlier and sad.

This answer captures, in its touchingly subjective response,
all that ohe could hope for.

Answer to Question 3, by Student I, grade 5:

3. "A few rags of golden fur" is better than saying "a
piece of fur" because in this passage before it says
"a few rags of golden fur" it.says things like a
naked, eyeless skull and that is pretty well described
facts.

Here we see
Aescriptive
a sensitive
answer by a

a student who is aware of Steinbeck's use of
detail and who realizes that the style demands
description of the fur. This is a sophisticated
student who has learned how to use quotation marks.

The follving answers to Question 5, if combined, would
serve as a modbl for the fully explored and persuasively ex-
plained answer. Even as separate answers they are remarkable
for their thoughtfulness, and they certainly show that a fifth
grader who has been effectively instructed in the techniques
of writing an essay answer can handle this test.

Answer to Question 5, by Student J, grade 5:

5. # No, the author does not kill the coyotes. I know
that because he says, "I laid the rifle on the table,"
without saying he killed the animals. Also I know,
because when he said that he laid the rifle on the
table, then he said, "Without the telescope they
were not so intimately close."- It means he didn't
want to think about it being such an easy shot be-
cause he didn't want to shoot them. (The telescope

means the gun.)
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Answer to Question5, by Student K, grade 5:

;

.

5. I don't think that the author killed the coyotes.
He said he was not a good citizen. He also said
one of the reasons that he should kill them is AI
was a ."Public service." If he will not do a public
service,he is not a good citizen. .Another reason
is that he said that there weren't anY quail or
chicken in the desert, so the coyotes were simply
eating things'that nobody cared about. The coyotes
weren't killing anything of importance. So, he
thought, let them live.

Some Conclusions

What the teacher should be encouraging, then, through
thoughtfully selected literature in grades.5-8,is, developing'
awareness of th authon's intentions in serercting and organiz-
ing details -- sometimes for supporting direct statements,
sometimes for suggesting unstated ideas' -- and the author's
intentions in choosing words for their,connotations as well
as for their,denotations.

Brief quizzes with questions designed to elicit responses
to both statements and implications are one devq.ce for direct-
iL,4,students toward more perceptive reading of literature.
Q,ch quizzes also help the teacher to recOgnize-studenti who
are having unusual difficulty and who may need special lierp.,

Readings aloud are another device, By encouraging students
to very pitch, stress, and juncture in conformity to pun tuation
and sentence structure, the teacher, can show students.ho' to
sustain the development of a written idea through t e omplexi-
ties of sentences and pa 'agraphs. The student who reads well
aloud it usually a compet ader in all circumstances, but
the student who stumbles in reading alouct may or maylnot be
competent. Comparisons of,quiz scores with performances in
readings aloud can therefore yield helpful diagnostic information.

A further advantaget.derived-from quizzes and readings aloud
is the-opportunity for disRussing interpret,ations. All students,
whether talking or 1istenii4 during4iscussions, are involved,
and if they are willing to'offer or defend or attack interpre-
tations, they show classmates and the teacher alike the processes
,-- faulty or commendable -- by wttich they arrive at their inter-
pretations. Properly supervised/to-prevent domination, embar-
rassment, or humiliation, Such actiVity can be a very positivd'
learning experience.

4 1
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A TEST OF READING COMPREHENSION, GRADES 9 AND ABOVE

Life on the Mississippi

The following passage and questions turned out to be ad ideal
test for discovering 9th-grade students" comprehension of
,closely-rvad prose and their ability'to express their thoughts
in expository form. It is also a guide to the teacher in get--_
ting across skills in close reading, such as perception of
implied meanings and sensitivity to stylistic enhancement of
intellectual and emotional effects.

(

TIME: Allow 43 minutes.

DIRECTIONS: In the following passage taken from

Life on the Mississippi, Mark Twain tells of his

experiences as a riverboat pilot. Read the passage.

carefully. Then answer t#e questions'on it.

(Feel free to underline or to make notes on

this sheet.)

The face of the water, in time, became a wonder-
ful book -- a book that was a dead Language to the'
uneducated passenger, but which told its mind .to
me without reserve, delivering its most cherished
secrets as clearly as if it uttered them with a
voice. And it was not a book to be read once and
thrown aside, for it had a new story to tell every
day. Throughout the long twelve hundred miles
there was never a page that was void of interest,
never one that you could leave unread without
loss, never one that you would want to skip, think-
ing you could find higher enjoyment in some other
thing. There was never so wonderful a.book written
by man; never one whose interest was so absorbing,
so unflagging, so sparklingly renewed with every
perusal. The passenger who could not read it was
charmed with a peculiar sort of faint dimple on
its surface (on the rare occasions when he did

19 not overlook it altogether); but to the pilot that
20 was an italicizecipassage; indeed, it was more than
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21 that, it was a legend of the largest capitals,
22 with a string of-shouting exclamation-points
23 at the end of it-, for it meant that a wreck or a,
24 rock was buried there that could tear.the life
25 out of the strongest vessel that ever floated.

It Was the faintest and simplest expression the
water ever makes, and the most hideous to a
pilot's eye. In truth, the passenger who could
not read this book saw nothing but all manner of
pretty pictures in it, painted by the sun and
shaded by the clouds, whereas to the trained eye
these were not pictures at all but the grimmest
and most earnest of reading matter.

Now when I had mastered the language of this
water and had come to know every trifling feature
that bordered the great river as familiarly as I

37 knew the letters of the alphabet, I had_ madea
38 valuable acquisition. But I had lost something,
39 too'. I had lost something which could never be

restored to me while I lived. All the grace, the
'beauty, the poetry had gone out of the majestic
river!

-1. teveral times in this passage'Twain contrasts
"the passenger" with "the pilot.." What are
the contrasts that he points out?

2. How does Twain feel toward "the passenger"?_
Draw fully on all the evidence in'the pas-
sage that supports your answer.

3. Reread lines 19-25. -Then show fully and
sucifically why each of the following
phrases that Twain uses is better than the
suggested substitute. To do this well, you
must do two things: (1) Show just why Twain's
wordingois.effective, and (2) show just why
the substitute is less effective.

a. "italicized passage" rather than "danger
signal (line 20)

b. "with a sfring of shouting exclamation-
points" rather than "with a string of .

panic-stricken dashes' (line 22)

c. "tear the life out of" instead of
"destroy" (lines 24-25)

4. In lines 37-38 Twain says, "I had made
a valuable acquisition." Explain fully
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and specifically what this "acquisition"
was and why it is "valuable."

5. In'kines 38-39 Twain says, "But I had lost
something, too." Explain fully and speci-
fically what he had lost and how he fad lost
it.

The following set of answers by a beginning 9Eh grader is ade-
quate. Rather than probing, he attempts to deal with the passage
and questions on a simple, workmanlike level. For lack of a
more searching approach, however, these answers are vulnerable
to insufficiency and inaccuracy.

A

1. The passenger could not read it just saw the pretty
'pictures, if he did not overJook that. The pilot
of the ship who could read.it understood it§ "exclama-
tion points" which pointed out a rock or a wreck.
So to the Tassenger the river was pretty pictures whereas to
the trained eyes it was "the grimmest of .reading
/Natter."

This answer to Question 1 shows a sophisticated sense of how
to work quotations into the context. There are some minor
difficulties with inadequate punctuation and with vague reference
of pronouns to antecedents, but since these difficulties may
be the result of the student's writing under pressure, one need
not make more than passing mention of them. The significant
problem with this answer is the failure to point ou.t the con-,
erast between the pilot's sense of responsibility and the
passengees aesthetic enjoyment of the river. In dealing,w
only the most obvious contrast -- between the pilot's knowle
and the passenger's ignorance L.- the student seems to have
missed the tone and all the evocative language and imagery of
the passage.

Rather than tearing into this answer as being short of
expectations, however, the teacher might be wiser to hold judg-
ment in. abeyance and look for values in the succeeding answers.
An angered or disappointed judgment on the first answer can un-
fairly color one's judgment of the whole paper.

In this student's succeeding answers, unfortunately, there
is little to cheer,

2; Twain envies the passenger because all he sees
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are pictures while the trained eye sees the.danger
signs. As he says at the end, "But I had lost
something, too. All the grace, the beauty; the
poetry had gone out of the magestic river!"

a. "Italicized passage" puts more feeling ihto
the sentence. Also, the river is compared
to a book and italicizes can be found in a
.book.

b. "With a string of shouting exclamatiOn points"
makes it sound like the river is alive which
Ttiain wants the reader to'think.

c. "Tear the life out of" again makes the river
sound alive and it, also, replaces the.common
place descriptive words.

With the exception of 3a, which makes note of the extended
metaphor, these responses lack the kind of perception that
would lift the anq'Wers above a workmanlike mediocrity. The
answers to 4 andikore also illustrative of this student'rs
limitafions.

4. Twain's acquisition was the mastering the language
of the water. This was valuble because he, too,
could not know what the river was saying.

One might charitably say that this is "a modest little answer."
^

5. Twain had lost all the grace, the beauty, the poetry
of the river which had gone out once he learned that
the river was "not pictures at all but the grimmest
and most earnest of reading matter."

Like the student's answer to Question 1, this answer reveals
an ability for clear expression, but it brings us to the end
of the test without any new development of thought. The stu-
dent did not see that each question was inten4ed to illuminate
or bring into relief some implications that the casual reader
might have missed.

Since many students entering 9th grade typically write
such answers, one can assume that this student hasn't shifted
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intellectual gears for the tougher demands of a high-school
test. The best device for pulling such a student up to the

-challenge is to read aloud (maybe even post on a bulletim
board)-several outstanding examples of good, sensitive, per-
ceptiVe answers. Though some students at this age pretend
to scorn the "good student" and the "good answer," they secretly
wish to emulate at least the achievements.

Encouragement, repeated and persistent, 4s what this
student needs. The raw materials for good an wers, are'evident
in what he has written. He has merely failed to work with the
materials.

The following answers to Questions 1 and 2 illustrate a
much more rigorous attempt to deal with the subtleties of the
passage. They are by a student who spent too much time, however,
on these two questions and then fell short of time and expecta-
tions on the remaining answers.

1. "The passenger" and "the piolet" represent the people
who rode the river boats. These titles also represent
that view of the river. To the passenger "the river
was a thing of beauty when calm. He looked at only
the pretty side of the picture. He rides these boats
for pleasure. This man need t know what lies be-
neath the surface. To the o site of this "passenger"
is the 'Wolet." The "piolet' has the lives of every-
body on board .the ship in his hands. He must not look
for the artistic or wonderful things upon the riyer
but for the danger which lies in every bend. He
notices the slighteit ripple for danger. He reads the
signs of danger of the river. .,

After this the main difference between the "piolet"
and the "passenger" is that the "passenger" rides the
boats for pleasure and sees only the beauty of things
while the "piolet" sees only the danger signs while he

1,-, works

2. Ifark Twain considers the "passenger" uneducated. Hp
tpinks of tl "passenger" as a person in a forgien
cb.untry, not knowing the la'nxuage and relying on his
guide to lead him. Twain pofnts out that the "passenger"
does7;tot notice the danger signals., all he does is
view lift. pretty side of the river. The "passenger"
does not-,"read" the river the way it really..is. He
ignores the dangerous "slight" things like a calm in

-
the river or, a dimple on its surface. Still Twain,'

has a litt1P, envy for the "passenger". The educated
man sees the'41-iver no beng-Pr as pretty or gay but only

----7.-..,-.
as dangerous and grim.
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The answer to Question 1 captures much in the essential con-
trasts, but its repetitiveness betrays a nervous lack of self-
confidence. The first two sentences are a wheel-spinning attempt
to get into the test. The remainder' of the paragraph shows a
-good, detailed, specific perception of Twain s attitudes, but
it is marred by a motor-racing anxiety that precludes a well-
organized, succinct statement. The second paragraph seems
to have been tacked on in frantic uncertainty that it hadn't
all been said in the first paragraph. Or it might be a desperate
obeisance to the sacred trinity of the well-constructed com-
position -- introduction, body, and.conclusion.

This answer is a good reminder that length is not always
to be equated with quality. The student needs the teacher's
assurance that the answer has all the elements of excellence,
but that a calmer approach will yield a more coherent _expression.
The teacher can best-help the student by pointing to what can
be easily and quickly improved in this answer (e.g., deletion of
the first two sentences and the second paragraph).

The best answer to Question 2 should express the pilot's
mixture of contempt for the passenger's ignorance and envy of
the passenger's bliss. This student's answer domes very close
ito capturing that ambivalence. 'But again it reflects a full-
throttle& race to get everything down on paper without quite
focusing on the essential answer.

The following answers to Question 3, written by anothei
student, present the teacher with an interesting problem in
evaluation:

3a Twains wording of italicized passage is good because
it is a suttle way of stating danger and importance.
This way is better (a suttle way) because the water
is calm and silent (to the passenger) but quietly
holds deadly secrets. The word "italicized" also fits
with the metaphor made of comparing the river to a
book. Substituting danger signal is more violent
and doesn't fit with the metaphor. Danger.signal
suggests that there is a definate probability of
danger, while italicized passage suggests that there
is the hint of danger only to the reader, no others
(the passenger) even acknoledge it as a hint.

b. Twain's wording again fits better because it suggests
excitement whioh is calm. The excitement is caused
by the knowledge of.the pilot that there is danger.
Panic stricken dashes suggests panic. Panic is
generally generated by people (passengers) who don't
know what is going on and who are inexperienced.
These signs are read only by the experienced, so a
calai suggestion of past panic would be excitement.
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Excitement because the pilot knows enough so that
it isn't aangerous, while the passenger doesn't know
anything antis calm.. The two suggestions for wording'
equally carry out the metaphor.

c Tear the life out is better'because it suggests quiet
moticms thagHare fatal. Tearing the life out of gives
the idea of being unknowing like someone sneaking up oniA
you.- The pilot, no matter how well he "reads" still
doesn't know exactly what everything is like'so
there is mystery involved. Destroy is violent and it
produces ideas of bombs which are not calm. This

passpge (all 3) maintain an atmosphere of calmness,
the kind of atmospheie one might expect in a situaticm
where there is an emergency ;in a hospital, quiet,
orderly and suspenseful.

4

V
The student has correctly seen the value of consistency id,
the extended metaphor, but has taken a complex and misleadin.
point of view in 4.eeing these figures through the eyes of
a pilot who feels serene in his ability to navigate the river.
Thus the student sees Twain's wording as a serene reflection
on dangers that might have been, and sees the suggested alter-
native wording as an expression of Faw emotional response to

immediate danger. Instead of dealing directly with the ques-
tions,.this student has buried the intended meaning under a
very abstract interpretation of the context. Nonetheless, the
answers are otherwise so specific, thoughtful, and carefpily
informative that the teacher must give substantial credtt.
Here is a good example of what can happen when a very intelli-
gent student, "thinking too precisely on the event," goes'

beyond what was intended.

How to deal with this problem is a matter of one's phil-
osoOhy of education. The teacher wants the student to be
"test wise" -- able to see that a standardized test.may'probe
for fine points but will probably not explore Profound abstract
meanings. Yet the teacher should not discourage the student .

from deep creative thinking. Here, then, is the rationale for
the teacher's exposing students to a variety'of tests: a
few that are standardized, such as this, and others that are
prepared by the teacher especially for students in a particular

course. Such tests as the latter can explore as deeply and
demand as much as the teacher's desires and the students'
capabilities will allow.

The following answers to Question 3 are an unusually
concise example of what...the teacher would.hope for.

3a. The main reason that Twain's wording is effective
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is because he has up to, that tine toid, about the
river as a book and therefore it would not be
good writing to right away use some stereotyped
words as. "danger signal." ,Secondly danger signal
would be less effective because it does not
continue the "book" writing. Also if Twain would
have used danger signal he would have to have
changed the construction of the entire paragraph
and it would have alto9ether become less effective.

b. "Exclamation pojnts".'give the 4eader a sense of
something exciting happening since exclamations
usually have to do with excitement while dashes
would leave the sentence with a lack of danger
or excitement even with the words panic-stricken
added on.

c. "Tear the life out" aekes the reader feel as if
the spip has died like human beings while a comonly-
used word destroy makes it sound like.the ship
has been destructed.

The answer to 3a is untsually perceptive, revealing not only
Twain's obligation to the extended metaphor but also the.image-
destructive consequences of tampering with the metaphor. The
answer to 3b is.a specificany detailed subjective response,
just what a subjective response must be if it is to be persuasive.

The answer to 3c may give the purist some pause over the
use of the space-jargon destructed, but that use reveals a
remarkably accurate Terception'of connotations. An excellent
distinction is made between wdrds modifying living beings and
words modifying mechanical objects.

The following answers, to Questions 4 and 5, are written
by yet another student. They show,a sure, specific, unadorned
understanding of the passage.

4. It is the "acquisition" of the skill of being able to
read the river with all of its tricks. To a pilot of
a river boat this "acquisition" was invaluable. For
without being able to read the river the pilot would
for sure steer in to.a rock or wreak unseen to him
and sink the boat.

5. He had lost the ability to look at the river and ee
the good things, the reflections on the water or the
smoothness. For now he always,saw the bad things,
snages, rocks wrecks, and so on. He wOuld never be
able to look at a river now and see beauty
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This student should be encouraged, however, to be l4ss blunt
and more inform40.ve with opening sentences. The use of pro-
nouns without afilecedents, at the beginnings of these two
answers, is the result of thoughtless practice. The student
has not been made aware of the confusion that it may cause
the reader. Until a student is self-assured enough to use a
purposefully different approach, the standard procedure is
still the most helpful to student and teacher: "The 'valuable
acquisition' that Twain had made was . . . " Such procedure,
when it has become a practice, is in itself a valuable
acquisition.



TESTS ON COMPREHENSION. OF POETRY

t;

The NAIS English Committee has discovered, thatijbetry is the

genre most likely to be slighted in the E 1h Curricula of

middle and upper schools. We hope, ther re, that,this section

will be especially useful as a practical guide to what May be

taught in class and what may be expected of students. We have

included at the end of this-section a list of suggestions that

may be helpful to teachers who have felt shy about teaching
-

poetry (possibly because poetry was slighted in their own

schooling).

The questions and answers analyzed in the following pages

are based on situations . h students were confronted with

test of their powers of etive thinking. The assumption

Is that the students had had thorough practice with close

reading of poetry in class and out, ih group study and as

individals. As with the other sections of this Notebook,

however, the reader is cautioned to remember that the students'

vswers were written in class and were virtually first drafts.

A TEST OF POETRY CO/fPREHEN'SION, GRADES 5 THROUGH''7

A Test on "Night Is a Curious Child"

TIME: Allow 30 minutes.

DIRECTIONS: Study the following poem. Then

answer the questions. Your answers should be
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carefully stated. Express your thoughts in

complete sentences. You may use this examina-

'tion sheet,for any notes and underlinings that

may help you.

Night Is a Curious Child

from

"Four Glimpses of Night:

Night is a curious child, wandering
Between earth and sky, creeping
In windows and doors, daubing
The entire neighborhood
With purple paint. 5
Day
Is an apologetic mother
Cloth in hand
Following after.

Frank'Marshall Davis, "Night Is a Curious
Child," from "Four Glimpses of Night," in
Black Voices, ed. Abraham Chapman (New York:
New AmiT.FiiT Library, 1968). All attempts to
locate Mr. Devis to_secure his permission to
reprint this poem have proved unsuccessful.

QUESTIONS:

4

1. The poet cplls "night" a "child." What does
night do in the poem that is like what a child
might do? (Do not just quote from the poem.)

2. What does "purple paillt" mean? Why "purple"?

3. Why is "daubing," in line 3, better than painting?

4. "Day" is described as a ,"mother." Why isthe
mother "apologetic"?

Does day (in'the,poem) act in a motherly way?
Give reasons for your answer.

The poet presents day and night astwo characters.
Does he seem to like one better than the other?
Give reasons for your answer.



'An Analysis of Students' Answers, Grade 6

(r--
Findirw a poem of literary value for children in grades 5 through
T is 44fficult. The poem must be within the children's grasp,
yet must stretch their sense of the imaginative uses of words.
One such poem is this one, "Night Is a Curious Child," from
"Four Glimpses of Night," a charming little quartet by Frank
Marshall Davis. This -poem also has some interesting deyices of
sound and rhythm. In grades 5 through 7 a study of these devices
is better left to classroom discussion than to a written test.

The results of our pretest on this poem show what may be
expected of a child at middle-school level. An analysis of some
answers by _6th graders fallows.

la. It is curious and wanders and creeps around and
paints and daubs.

This answer is soicautious that it never gets outside the -

language of the poem itself. We cannot see whether or not the
student has made a connection between hiOlown understanding .of
childhood and the author's conception ofnight as a child.
Moreover, the vague reference of "It" is ,typical of the sort of
sentence construction that children use unless shown more accurat
and effective patterns for answering. The teacher can provide
an amusing and informative lesson in making an answer more
probing than this by getting the students to act out the role
of the child and ;pus discover what "curious" and'Ereeping"
suggest.

lb. Night was wandering, creeping arid daubing paint on
things, just like what a little child may do.

This answer does make that important connection, but fails to
show a specific appreciation of the 8onnection.

lc. It shows how any ordinary kid would be curious enough
- to go in to rooms and look aroupd to see what he can

paint on.

Again the vague "It." However, this student begins with a
personal conception of childhood and then specifically relates
that conception to deails of the poem.

.-48-
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ld. The night wanders between Earth and sky, representil*:

...

, daydreamdn . It crawls through wlndows and doors as

91
4f

playing f low-the-leader. Then it Paints some mischfif
into its''.)lie.

This answer reaches successfully for a specific childhood
parallel to each' of the.authar's images. The answer 4, well
organized, succinctly stated, and perceptively imagi94tive.

Questio 2 tries to discover how far a student will Atsonably
go in exploring a word-choice. The following answers( illurt.xate
some struggles with the question:

2a. Purple paint is the color of the sky at night, and the
paint should be purple because that is the color of the
sky at night.

This answer is unsatisfactory because it does not 'go beyond
the simplest literal 'explanation. On the other hand, the fol-
lowing answer, which explores more than a literal significance,
poses a difficult problem for the teacher:

2b. Purple paint means the dark, gloom of night. The author
chose purple because he or she thinks of pyrple as a
dark, dingy color.

This seems to be a clear misinterpretation of the author''s
intention. The emphasis of the poem is on the misc ievous
child, not some sense of gloom: Moreover, a wOrd l kdingy has
a connotation of grime or soot, which one would not aegociate
with purple. The teacher should be open to unexpectedfinterpre-
taeions, but should be sure that such interpretations are ac-
ceptable in context. Here the tegcher, in subsequent discussion
of the test, has an excellent opportunity to open up discussion

;on the emotional impact of the words.

The next answer is probably acceptable:

2c. The purple paint is the darkness of night-creeping
over the houss. Because that usally the color of ir
the sky and because little children like the color.

Although the student falls far sh
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tructure, here at least is an attempt to show that purple is
a color that a child likes.

In the following answer, a student with a clearer idea of
sentence structure explores a different interpretation:

2d. "Purple paint" is night and the darkness that it brings.
Purple was used either because it was the hue that
objects .eezited to be at night or because it is a softer
description of the color of night than-black.

In this answer the student is more concerned with the delicacy
of the image than with the activities of the child. It is a
good answer even though it is not thorough. J

In the following answer, one might quaFrel with the use of_
'incomplete sentences, though there is an attempt at parallel
structure. The thoroughness of the answer seems beyond question
however.

2a. Purple, because black is too drab.for a child to like.
Purple isn't bright because the color is supposed
to represent night but it has enough color to atract
a chile--Purple because a child is usually afraid of
the-dark and the.night isn't always completely dark.

Question 3 further emphasizes word choice., 'The followinz
answer brings'out an'-interesting problem for,the teacher:

j 3a. Daubing is a beteer word because it means just spots
painted on something and painting'is throughoutly
covered but daubing of night oink be scrached out
by light.

This seems so garbled that the teacher who has become weary and
impatient with paper marking might give it a failing grade. A
closer look, however, reveals that an imaginative student is
trying desperately to express himself in spite of his unwieldy
sentence. For creative interpretation it deserves at least
passing grade. This student can be helped by a sensitive

teacher who responds positively to the imagination thoughtful-_
ness and takes the time to show how good editing can enhance the
answer.
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**'11Ttliegext answer is a typical violation of the instruction to
write complete sentences. It deserves credit, however, for
relating the answer correctly to,the dominant metaphor qf the
poem.

3b. Because most little kids dop't know how to paint but in
stead they just dab the paint on or scrible.

Ihe next answer suggests Lhe metaphor of the poem and
then explores the craftsmanship of word choices:

3c. Daubing is better than painting because it sounds like
night was just softly touching the paint on. Also'
because having "painting" in line three, an( "paint"
in line 5 would sound redundant.

This,is a superior answer because it examines the connotation
of daubing itself as well as examining a technique of choosing
wdr s. It is conceivable, however, that the examiner may be
reading too much into the answer.p, Many teacheis compulsively
instruct their students to avoid iepetition and to substitute
synonyms. The result-is often a good word-choice followed by
aTallid or wholly inappropriate substitution. Daubing, for
instance, is not a synonym for painting. It is a better word
choice. Moreover, painting, even if it had been semantically
suitable, woukd have -been in awkwardly close proximity to
"paine1" This student probably is sensitive to the artistic
problem inherent in the Substiturion of vainting. (He should
be mAde aware, however, of his sloppy writing style.)
dr

The final answer successfully suggests a sensitivity to
connotation, context, and craftsmanship:

3d. Daubing is like messing around and painting is work.
Children like to make a mess so this child is having
fun. Anyway if you have painting in line 3 paint
doesn't sound goodtin line 5. Maybe daubing is like
shadows or maybe its the light places in the shadows.

Question 4 tries to get at the figurative differences that
the author has ascribed to night and day. The following answers
indicate the range of perception and discipline-that the teach-
er might expect:

5 6
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4a. She is apologetic for the things her child has done
wrong or damaged. '

In this example the mother is inadequately identified, and
the cld's behavior is inadequately suggested. The student -

shoLid be expected to begin with, "The mother
. : . " and should

be mcrr specific than to refer simply to "things . . . done
wrong or damaged." Getting an answer started in an informative
style that anticipates specific supportive detail is a technique
that cannot be overemphasized.

The next answer may seem equally. vague:

4b. The mother -is sorry because her son is different
and far agray from her.\

However, the choices of "different" and "far away" have conno-
tations that suggest untamed, myiterious qualities of the,night
and a wistful estrangement of the day. If these qualities are
specified in the context of this student's other answers, the
teacher might be sympathetic to this answer. Students should
be encouraged, however, to give complete and independent answers.

The following answer is more

i
ailed, but its focus on Day is

ll
almost to the exclusion of Ni .

4c. The mother is apologetic because the day gives us all
the beautiful things in life. The same is true for
the Mother following behind, because she would be
'trying to make up-for the child's mistakes and
offering something else in return. Bay inIthis way
apologizes for the Night.

Here Day is portrayed as a creator and a restorer and as an
indulgent mother who forgives her erring child. Only by impli-
cation do we get the impression that Night is a strangely inno-
cent yet.mischievous child. This answer reads more into the
significance of Day, moreover, than is apparent in the poem.
Students commonly tend toward conjecture if its pitfalls are

Onot pointed out. The teacher in complimenting this student
on the details in the answer should point out that the mother
could as easily seem tired and gloomy as one who.dispenses "all
the beautiful things in life," for the poem offers evidence of
neither.
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Question 4 is probably best answered by a straightforward
statement like the following; -

V,

4d.. The mother is "apologetic" because her 'child, night, had
daubed purple paint on everything and because he had been
wandering and creeping all about.

4
Question 5 anticipates a variety of interpretations. Thus the
reasons are more important than the answers.

The following answer is so subjective that it points up the
student's failure to considdr the behaviorilpf Dv in the
context of the poem.

5a. I don't believe the Day acts like an apologptic mother
because mothers don't usually come right o t and
apologize.

4 ,

Classroom discussion of the test, after the papers have been
returned, will help such a student to,see that "cloth in hand/
Following after" must also be examined. The next answer, for

-instance, re,lates Day to the poem. As an independent answer
it'lacks exp4cit detail, but it does attempt to exidain the
mother's motivation.

7

5b. Yes, Day acts lika a mother. She'cleans up nd
makes right all that Night has done wrong before
humans notice it.

Fully explicit is the next answer:

5c. Day does act like a mother in the poem because of
the phrase "cloth in hand" sometimes reminds me of
a mother because I think of mothers dusting and
cleaning the house. Also because its wiping up
the purple paint.

'but the awkward sentences weaken the effect.

Perhaps the most straightforward and succinct is the following:

753-
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5d. Day acts like a mother because she is following
her child with a cloth,'cleaning up the mess'the
child has made.

Question 6 gives the student an opportunity to give a subjective
response to the poem. As with Question 5, the emphasis is placed
on the reasons for the response. An answer such as the following
is unacceptable, however:

6a. I think the author likes Night better because he goes
into more description of,Night.

A quantitative comparison of Night and Day in the poem gives
no Idea of how the author reflects'on the qualities of Night
and Day.

\s.

The following answer is excellent as half an answer. Unfor-
tunatly, it makes no mention of Day:

,

6b. I feel that he prefers Night because he makes it..
so artistic, as in the Pine, "Daubin4 *the entie 4

neighborhoodwith purple paint." Andes
lihe, "Creeping in windows and doors."

i

The student who'Lhinks the author shows nopreferende Caic,
make a respectable point: r

(\,

7 '

6c. Il.think the author favors neither day r night: Y say
this because he understands how daSy'it is for'night
to be mischevious, but also understands bay'..s mOder-
standing about Night. t

-

but the point is blunted here by aWkward'expresston and by. a
failure to be specific.

There is an engaging candor in the nextanswer. the stude t
has made an effective quantitative 'And.,qt

i'alitativecompar 40,n.

Only the unpolished style bars it from exceelence. For inst4nc
the student seems to want to say tHe poetjeels s thetic to,
rather than "sorry" for, Night.
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6d. The poet seems to either like night better or
at least feel sorry for night. He seems to tell
us more about night, telling us that he wanders,
creeps, and daubs the'earth with paint. With the
day all he does is tell us that she is apologetic
and she has that cloth.

Ir teaching young students how to explore an understandable
and provocative poem like this one for the variety of meanings
and emotions that it can .evoke, the teacher will find an open
discussion very rewarding. The excitement generated by 5th
graders, 6th graders, or 7th graders vying with each other to
tell their special interpretation can be part of a delightful
learning experience.

A TEST OF POETRY COMPREHENSION, GRADES 8 THROUGH 12

,

'Eleven"

4By the time students have completed 8th grade and are moving
int,o ale upper sclibbl, a much more sophisticated kind of
eXaMination'cari be,administered. The follpwing is an example.

r

TIME: 45 minut
4
,DIRECTfONS: Read th following poem carefully and

answer-,the. queqtions jiat follow.

rEleven
. 1,

And summex mornings the muteLchild, rebellious,
Stupid,thating the words,.the meanings, hating
4
From'Archibald MacLeish, Collected Poerils 1917-1952,
Houghton Milflin Company, Boston. Ft15-iinted with
te permission of the publisher.

;

1

,cfr
mute -- inithis caSe implies an unwillingness to speak

t
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The Think now, Think, the Oh but Think would leave
On tiptoe the three chairs on the verandah

5 And crossing tree by tree the empty lawn
Push back the shed door and upon the sill
Stand pressing out the sunlight from his eyes
And enter and with outstretched fingers feel
The grindstone and behind it the bare wall

10 And turn and in the corner on the cool
Hard earth sit listening. And one by one,
Out of the dazzled shadow in the room,
The shapes would gather, the brown plowshare, spades,
Mattocks, the polished helves of picks, a scythe

15 Hung from the rafters, shovels, slender tines
Glinting across the curve of sickles -- shapes
Older than men were, the wise tools, the iron
Friendly with earth. And sit there, quiet, breathing
The harsh dry smell of withered bulbs, the faint

20 Odor of dung, the silence. And outside,
Beyond the half-shut door the blind leaVes
And the corn moving. And at noon would come,
Up from the garden, his hard crooked hands
Gentle with earth, his knees still earth-stained, smelling

25 Of sun, of summer, the old gardener, like
A priest, like an interpreter, and bend
Over his baskets. .

And they'would not speak:
They would say nothing. And the child would sit there
Happy as though he had no name, as though

30 He had been no one: like a leaf, a stem,
Like a root growing --

Archibald MacLlish

Answer the following questions in complete sentences,
I

1. Describe, in your own words'. the child's feelings
on this summer morning, as you infer these feelings
from the first four lines of the poem. Your com-
ments should include answers to these questions:
Why i the child running away? Against what is
he re elling?

2 Expl in fully why the boy waits-for the ardener
and hy, to the boy, the gardener is "li e / A
pr st. like an interpreter."

3. In what ways does thecene created in the last
five lines differ from the scene described in
the first four lines?

4.. Would the ending of the poem have been better
if the poet had written: "like a plowshare,
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a spade, / Like a.sickle glinting"? Why,
or why not?

5. To what do you think the title refers? Is
it an appropriate title? Why, or why not?
You are free to suggest a better title if
you can think of one.

even" turned out to be one of the most successful of the
,try choices for our Grade VIII Examination. It can be ad-
istered effectively toward the lend of grade 8 and in any of
later grades. The vocabulary and the topic are easily with-

the grasp of most students, even students with virtually no
erience with country life. The unorthodox synax gives lit-
trouble, and students readily Identify with the child in
poem and have no trouble with interpretation.

From the sensitive insights and creative ideas in the
wers to the questions to PEleven," we can assume that this
m is a valid selection.

An Analysis of Students' Answers, Grade 9

er 1, Sample A:

I think the child is running away to get away from the
confusion of growing from a young child to an adult.
He is rebelling against ideas of others. He trying to
be independant,'form his own ideas and live his own way.
He feels lost, confused, and lonely. He hates the com-
plicated world of mean things like war and hate. He
wonders why he can't live simply, ';ke when he was young.

igh .the somewhat facile style could mislead a weary teacher
) thinking that this answer is better than it is, the answer
)arely passable. It says at once too much and too little.
instance, there is nothing explicit or implicit in the
;t four lines of the poem to suggest that the child thinks
limself as growing "from a young child to an adult." There
lo implication that the child equates simplicity with a time
ml he was young." Certainly there is no implication that
child ehinks of a "complicated world of mean things like
and hate." The student has indulged in conjecture, in

; case projecting personal feelings into the poem. Teach-
a student'to distinguish between conjecture and inference
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is extremely difficult. It seems to require stern admonition
to avoid making assumptions unsupported by any shred of evidence
The student's reply that "There's nothing in the poem that says
the child isn't thinking of the war and hate in the world" pro-
vides the teacher with a good opportunity to suggest that any
answer requiring such insubstantial defense should be cast aside
immediately.

On the other hand, the poem does imply that the child "is
rebelling against ideas of others'and that the child "feels
lost, confused, and lonely." The student, however, has made no
reference to the tutorialfsessions that are the source of-the
rebellion and confusion.

Answer 1, Sample B:

This young boy is running away from the pressure of being a
child.- From the first four lines of the poem, I get the
feeling that he doesn't want to learn from books, and memorize
meanings. He hates to think. He wants to do what would come
naturally. He doesn't want to be what he isn't. In brief:
hewants tO be free from compulsory learning.

Although the reader cannot be sure what the student means(by the
"pressure of being a child," this is a very good answer. Notice
thatthe student states that the answer is confined to the
first four lines (an excellent device for a student's establish-
ing control over the answer). The student then goes on to infer
that the "words" and "meanings" are in books and that the
"thinking" is part of a "compulsory learning" experience. One
can quibble with the statement that the boy would do "what would
come naturally.' ,Such an assumption depends too much on a full
understanding of the remainder of the poem, but that the boy
wants to be "free" is implicit in the connotations of "summer
mornings",and in the boy s tiptoeing away from the verandah.

If only the student had Mentioned the child's feelings
of inadequacy, as suggested by such words as "mute" and "stupid,"
this would have been an excellent answer. As it stands, it is
clear, forthright, well orOnized.

Answer 1, Sample C:

In this poem the child is rebelling against learning. He
is also unconsciously rebelling against thinkng and also,
talking. He is running away from people and escaping into
a soothing quiet land of nature, because the things of
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nature do not scold or talk, they sit and keep in
understanding silence. 'He is trying to escape from
a harsh, very factual life, and easing into a peaceful
and quiet atmosphere. He probably escapes to the tool-
house because to him the.tools are familiar, and
soothingly quiet. It must be like returning to a cool,,
understanding world after escaping from a harsh, "Do
and don't", world.

This answer poses a dilemma for the teacher. It gives a good
idea of the child's rebellion against academic abstractions
and his escape to the tangible instruments of man's work with
nature. Moreover, it is well written displaying a good
sense of word choice and a good sense of organization, and a
clear understanding of the poem. owever, it goes far beyond
the confines of the question. Instead of dealing with the first
four lines, it summarizes the entire poem.

What is the teacher to do? Be totally inflexible and
give no credit? Be mathematically fair and give credit only
for those thoughts appropriate to the first four lines? Be
especially generous and give abundant credit for a sensitive
summary of the entire poem?

We would not.wish to give narrow advice. The answer to
these questions must be the teacher's. However, we suggest
a context in which the answer may be found: The purpose of
studying poetry is, surely, to heighten one's sensi.tivity to
connotation, to metaphor (in the fullest sense of that word),
and to the artistic adornments of sound and rhythm in.language.
If the student has displayed this appreciatioh, the teacher
may be satisfied to judge all else as secondary, according to
personal emphasis on disciplines.

This kind of answer does serve as a caution to teachers,
however, to advise their students to read all questions on an
examination before answering any. The stuTerit who over-extends
on one question may penalize himself by being too brief on
later questions.

Incidentally, this answer suggests a disadvantage of
quebtions that get at only a part of a poem or essay. The
disadvantage of a question that deals with a whole work, on
the other hand, is that the student may negleathe small but
important points of close reading.

/7

Answer 2, Sample A:

He pictures the gardener as a priest, b cause the gardener
is one of the only types of Man who can nderstand i little
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boy's ideal redationship with nature. The boy might
also think that a gardener should be a priest, because
he cares for the plants, making them happy, his earth-
brown hands,making them comfortable. The boy also may
think he's an interpreter because the gardener perhaps
tells the boy about the plants, and teaches the child
the gentle art of caring for them by just actions. In
sortie ways the boy sees the things of nature through
the gardener.

This ii probably as good lan answer as one could hope for. An
extraordinary student might have more concretely dealt with the
first part of the question ("why the boy waits for the gardener"),
but the point seems implicit in the answr even though th ,?. child's
faith in the gardener is not contrasted with the rebellion against
academic learning.

With this exception, the student goes directly to the core
of the question and probes it with specific accuracy. By
capitalizing Man, the student has effectively illuminated the
gardener's divine serisitivity to the child's faith (a conception
of the gardener's role' that is sustained in the succinct closing
sentence) and has, at the same time, neatly'avoided 'any tempta-
tion to Indulge in s'ymbol chasing.

1

Answer 2, Sample B:

To the young lad, a gardener preeches the works of God:
He works with the earth makes what he can out of it. The
boy, waits for this gardener, this holy man because he
respects what the gardener does. The youngster believes
that one should do what he wishes, and the boy wishes to
watch, to understand this magical thing the gardener
performs.

This answer Should probably 'be r4ted as fair. Its somewhat
(,.awkward style seems to be in reaction to the distaste that some
teachers develop against repetition (note the use of "young
lad" and "youngster" as rather forced substitutes for boy or
child). Apparently restrained by such a stricture, the answer
indicates only by implication an understanding of the poem.
What it lacks are the explicit _detail and the'disciplined
techniques of expression that are obvious in Answer A. For
instance, the second sentence, "He works with the earth randfl
makes what he can out of it," contributes nothing to answering
the question. Only the final sentence gets-toward the point,
and the teacher must be sympathetic in weighting it favorably
against the rest of the answer.
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Answer 2, Sample C:

The boy waits for the'gardener because the gardenç seems
to be understanding to the boys way of thinking a feeling.

Here the student attempts an answer to the first part of the
question, but neglects the priest and interpreter part. The
single-sentence answer gives a plausible reason for the boy's
waiting for the gardener, but it.lacks any appearance of sup-
portive evidence. The brevity of the answer suggests a writing
problem or a reading problem that familiarity with- the student's
yriting patterns might uncover. A conference with the student
would, of course, give a clearer indication of what help may be
needed with writing skills and reading skills.

A passing grade cannot be justified for this answer as it
stands.

6estion 3 gives the student an opportunity to approach in
another way why the child "waits for the gardener." Here the
student must explain the child's transition from anxiety to
awe, and the explanation must refer to specific evidence for
the child's change.

Answ Sample A:

The scene created at the beginning of the poem is that of a
young boy who doesn't want to learn in school but wants to be
free and if he must learn to learn by seeing. But the two
kinds of learning concerned are different. One is of knowledge
of words and of how to think. The other_is of nature,
seeing and thinking. The scene which the last five line; eates
is a feeling of the boy as a young one growing and free; ible to
think for himself of nature and beauty; just beginning his long
life.

This answer makes an interesting.distinction between structured
education and an open or free learning experience. It is a
well-organized answer that states its purpose at the beginning.
Its only real flaw is that it states that the child's two
learning exper encesare implicit ih the opening part of the
poem instead olf being contrasted at the beginning and the end.
The importancq of accurately setting the purpose of an answer
cannot be ove stressed. The slight confusion that exists at the
outset is car ied through the rest of the answer, not as a
basic misund rstanding but as an imprecise separating of the
parts of th answer in relation to the structure of the poem.
A less per ptive student might have badly misinterpreted the
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poem as a consequence. This student saved the meaning and
wrote, on balance, a very good answer.

Answer 3, Sample/ B:

In the beginning of the poem the boy is iebelling ("haling the
words, the meanings, hating the Think now"), He is foilorn.
In,th,!. last lines the child is "Happy as though he'hAd no
name, as though he had been no one." The poem is at first
very strong and not at all vague. These last five lines,,
however are softer and create a scene not really of ecstacy,
but of down-right happiness.

4 °Here the answer is superbly organized, and it is nicely speci-
fic in referring directly to phrases in the poem. It does not,
however, explore the contrasting elements beyond a concrete,
'literal level, and its attempts at communicatfng the abstract
meaning of the poem are more a subjective expression of feelinK
than an objective revelation of understanding.

Answer 3, Sample C:

By then the boy has fw-gotten all his lessons and is happy
and content to be with the preist of nature, just as happy
as if he had been a stem or leaf.

This answer neither establishes its purpose nor identifies its
points of reference. As a consequence, it does nothing but
rearrange some phrases, and it is too superficial and literal
to be considered acceptable. By ninth grade, students should
know the limits of acceptability. The teacher, however, bears
the responsibility of being sensitive enough to individuals
like this one to know whether severity or a great deal of extra
help will do more good.

Question 4 on "Eleven" is like Question 3 on "Night Is a Curious
Child." The substitution of less app-ipriate language and
imagery for the original is a provocaLive device for testing
one's literary sensitivity to connotations. It has the danger,
however, of mislvding some students into defending the less
satisfactory alteitnatives. The teacher must be aware of this
danger, and should be prepared to accept an "incorrect" answer
so long as the defense shows perceptiveness and a reasonable
appreciation of the changes in tone, structure, and meaning
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created by the substitution.

. Answer 4, Sample 4:

The ending could not have been any better. "Like,a leaf,
a stem, Like a root growing . . . " was perfect. It shows
the relation between the child and the gardener4 Under
the guidance and friendship of him,,the child grows. As
under the care of A gardener a plant grows. He becomes
aware of reality, as he seesjt in the world of the
gardener's shed . . . the tools, friendly with the earth,
the gardener "his hard crooked hands gentle with earth, . .

smelling of sun, of summer F. the old gardener." He
knows earth and shows, her beauty to the boy, who cannot,see
why there must be words and meanings, when by just looking,
there is so much to be had. He 'is a plant . . . growing
from the earth, learning from the earth. If he'd been a
plowshare, spade, or sickle, it would ruin the whole idea
of earth teaching him, for he wopld train earth in this
form.

Though this answer is wordy and somewhat awkward, it shikas a
clear and very perceptive grasp of the connotations in the
last two lines ofthe poem. The student's last, sentence is
exceptionally convincing. In breadth and depth, this answer
must be considered outstanding despite the sentence fragment.

"'

Answer 4, Sample B:

,No because a root is a growing thing; it has life. Some-
thing not alive made out of wood or metal would have "killed"
the poem.

though not thorough and specific enOugh, this answer shows a
bold and.enthusiastic grasp of the connotations in the language
of the poem. How to convince the student (who has surely
grasped the essential meaning) that more is needed, that the
context of the poem must be dealt with in making the answer
explicit, may be,a teal challenge to the teacher.. One positive
approach would be to compliment the student on,the invpired
"Something not alive made out of wood or metal would have
'killed' the poem," and then urge,tihe student to go on and show
that the substituted endintwouldlftot only destroy tE-J progress
of the poem -- from the frustratiOn of academic education to
the friendliness of gardenipg tools to a communion with living
things -- but would make meaninglegs the lifegiving purpose of
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the toolst

Answer 4, Sample C:
"ftwilb

I thinkthat.the end that the pom lias is much stronger
than what you suggest. It shows'how the farmer gives
this child strength and moll. It also relates itself
back to the beginning which makes it a stronger poem.

Unlike Answe,-,3C, this answer does show the student's apprecia-
tion of the rwer,all structure of the poem. It is much too
subjec ive and abstract, however, and its clumsy style and word
choices uggest serious problems with vocabulary, or a.i'10ast
with an ea for Cle right sound of an answer. The p4ettial
in erent in the answer indiCaTes that individual conferences
mi ht readily help this student to develop a more sophisticated
and explicit style.

The openness of Question 5 encouragestreative'thinking. The
teacher shouldisbe -more than usually prepared for unexpected
and perceptive insights.. The "right" answers are those that .

are thoughtful,. sensitive, and relevant to-the context.

Answer 5, Sample A:

I think the title refers to the age of the chi d concerned
inwthis poem. I think it is a good title, beca e I think
an eleven year old child is like that:. rebellio s, and
wild, but at the same time quiet and thoughtful, ha py,
friendly, searching fok love.

Tiiis answer migb
a clearly stated
knowledge of an e

Answer 5, Sample B:

e expected as the most probable.. It is
ponse to the poem itself 'and to the stud

1 ven-year-old child.

The title refers to the time46f day. It is eleven o'clock.
I think it's a very appropriate title because you can feel0
the late morning as you read the poem. When the boy goes
to the shed, it's eleven and he sits alone with the earth-
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for an hour or so. He is waiting for the gardener who
comes at noon.

This less-expected answer is subtler than Answer A and
technically more relevant to specific words, incidents, and
images in the poem. It is so perceptive in its somewhat re-
stricted interpretation that the student should not be penal-
ized for failing to suspect that "Eleven" may also refer to
the child's age. Only the extraordinary answer would include
both interpretations in so detailed and perceptive a form as
this. Answer C (below), for instanc&, deals with both inter-
pretations, but with neither so successfully as Answers A and
B deal with single interpretations.

Answer 5, Sample C:

I think the title refers to the time at the opening of the
poem and the age of the little boy as well. As the poem
progresses,-it is noon and the boy is older, and more
mature. I believe,that the title is an appropriate one
for this reason.

A TEST OF POETRY COMPREHENSION, GRADES 9 AND BEYOND

"The Bear on the Delhi Road"

In developiqg'an assignment, a teacher hopes to set up Condi-
tions that endburage the excellent student to do excellent work,'
the average §-tudent to have some pride of accomplishment, and
the weak-student".to-discover latent abilities. In attempting to
fulfill these 'conditions, the English Committee was lucky in
developing 'uniquely suddessful examination questions based on
Earl'Birney's poem."The Bear on the Delhi Road." The questions,
intended for 901 grade and beyond, were designed to test powers
of'perception-,in close reading and to test abilities to express
these powers'ip anelcpoSitory prose that is reasoned and explic-
it.

this exttri ion was in its pretest stage of develop.-
-

ment, it ad sevenquestions, Two of these question§ (X and Y
in the co ',that fol40ws) were eliminatedlpecause reading and
responding proved-tc6tike too long and 'bcause Question 4 tested
students.m e trively fdr the same powers called for in,.
Questions X and ,In their uncut form; however, the questions
elicited breathtakingly beautiful resporises from one 9th-grade
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girl. Because this student's answers arean example of some-
thing very rare -- an excellence,that goes beyond all expecta-
tions -- the questions are piesented here in their original
form, followed by her answers.

,TIME: Allow 45 minutes,

DIRECTIONS: Read the following poem carefully,

and then answer the questions on it. (Feel free

to underline or to make notes on this sheet.)

THE BEAR ON THE DELHI RO4D:.7

Unreal -tall as a myth
by the road the Himalayan bear
is beating the'brilliant air
with his crooked arms
About him two men bare
spindly as locusts leap
One pulls on a ring
in the great soft nose His mate
flicks flicks with a stick
up at the rolling eyes 10

They have not led him here
down from the fabulous hills
o pais bald alien pla-in
d the clamorous world to kill

,but simply to teach him to dance 15

They are peaceful both these spare
men -of Kashmir and the bear
alive is their living too
If far on the Delhi way
around him galvanic they dance --, 20
it is merely to wear wear
from his shaggy body the tranced
wish forever to stay
only an ambling bear
four-footed in.berries 25

It is no more joyous for them
in this hot dust to prance

Delhi (title) city in India
galvaniyline,20) electrically
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Out of reach of the praying claws
sharpened to paw for ants
in the shadows of deodars
It is noT easy to free
myth from reality
or rear this fellow up
to lurch lurch with them
in the tranced dancing of men

Srinagar 1958/I1e des Porquero11es 1959

30

35

From TUE pILLECTED POEMS OF EARLE BIRNEY
by Earl, irney reprinted by permission
The Ca n Publishers-, McClelland and
Sf-ewart' imited, Toronto.

deodars (line 30) cedars

DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions. The

last question will be-weighted somewhat more than

the others.

1. - What are the differences between where the
bear has been and where he is going? .

2. In what, ways is the word rear (line 33) more
effective than (a) stand OT(b) bring?

° 3. By what means does the poet arouse the reader's
sympathy for the bear? To answer this you
will need to comment on specific words in the
poem.

What differences in meaning does the word
tranced have as it is used in line 22 and then
in the last line of the poem?

Y. What does the word myth suggest in line 1 and
then in line 32?

Comment on the different kinds of dancing with.
which this poem is concerned.

5. So far you have been examining spesific words
and parts of the poem. Now in a carefully
planned, fully develqped paragraph explore the
meaning of the poet' as a whole, giving sPecial
attention to the relationship between the bear

0
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and the men,- which the poerd describes, suggest's ;2
and develops .

Answers by a 9th-grade girl:

Ai-
1. Thelbear has been up in 'the

wander among the berries,
cedar trees. He has been A
pure, clean mountains. ,He i
down to the "bald, alien pla
cowed life of a trained bear.

,
.. .

fabulous hill§"/freeto
, .

dig for food under the 1.:

)

the wild, surroUrided,b4.
being led, by the-men.,

n "-tO the dust-filled,
His future is' one only '

of mdsery, a death in life, whereas his pastois one of
glorious freedom.

2. Rear is .more effective than stand or bring because it
suggests the jabbing pa'n of the whip driven, actually,
against the bear's r p and the powerful rise of the
bear, surging upwar . Stand is a weak word that con
tains no suggesti force or power, or even the motion
needed to rise up, which is illustrated, by "rear." Bring
is poor also, because it suggests meekness on the part
of the bear, as if the men were leading it, whereas, in
truth, the ear is being forced. ("Rear" also suggests
up-bringin , the training involved in teaching him how
to dance.)

3. The author arouses sympathy for the bear throughout the
poem by describing his pitiful state. In line 3 "is
beating the brilliant air" illustrates the bear's
desperate desire to be free, pawing for his escape.
Line 8, "in the great, soft nose," illustrates the
bear's true nature and the fact that the men have jabbed
a ring through his nose, have captured him. Line 10
(" . . rolling, eyes") again points opt the bear's fear
and beWilderment-and pain. In lines 21-25, especial,ly
"the tranced wish forever to stay only an ambling bear",
the author illustrates the simpleness of the bear's
former life and the confusion he must now be feeling."'
In line 28, "the praying claws" show his desparate wish
to be free, and, finally, in the last two lines, the
bear's lurching dance illustrates the pathetic and
senseless pain of the life-he is now6caught in.

X. "Tranced" in line 22 has a lovely connotation, one of
dreamy wishes, yet already, it begins to have the bitter-
taste of the last "tranced." In line 22, the bear'is
dazed, yet still clings to the fantastic unreal dream of
his former haPpiness. In the last line, tranced is
lothetic, illustrating the senseless; dazed attempts. of
man as he "dances" through life. It also could suggest
the presence of an e.TrAl force, entrancing man and dazing
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4.him_4oto thesenseless life he leads.

"Myth, in line 1 suggests might, fantastic, untouchable
'glory, and the mysteriousness of a woundrous bein

,(The bear still reains some of the magical qualitg
of frgedom and spirit here. "Myth" in line 32, however,

, suggests that the unreality of the bear's former life
'is-a myth, is something which doesn't or can't exist
fOr man. The 2 men have "freed" the bear from his
mythical life in the mountains to bring him into the
world of reality, of dirt and pain and humiliation,
'Also myth suggests the Indian myths and mysticism
,r)f pure life and true self.

4. Dancing throughout this poem changes meaning drastically.
In line 15, the men are trying to teach him to dance,
not to kill him.. They are earning their livings, and
are training him to help (they must use him). Dance here
is a livlihood. In line 20,.the men are dancing out of
his way, avoiding his claws as he struggles to retain
his freedom. Dance in the last line represents the mad,
crazed way men live their lives, "dancing" through
misery and pain. Here the word carries the full bitter-
ness of the poem, illustrating the senseless ways of
man in his endeavors to "live", really, all bhe while,
walking about dead in spirit.

'4

5. Throughout this ,i)oem, the bear symbolizes the myth of
freedom, of pure contented life. The two men, who have
captured this dream, cannot hold it, because they must
live, mustpeat, and join the crazed way of dancing of all
men who went before them. They train the bear cruelly,
out of necessity, to help them in their dance of life.
Although they are striving to live, they are really
leading a life qf death, a struggle for existence, while
the bear's fo er life, which they obliterate in their
dazed efforts o live, is really the life of the living.
The very last lines1(26-35) fully illustrates the point
of the poem --.02e--/jfe of existence of the 2 men
isn't really whatiit'reality, life is, but merely a
myth, a twisted tall, of life. The bear's life, although
it didn't fit in with the "reality" of man's life, was
the true reality, ncrt the myth which our crazed way of
living seems to make it.

The teacher who is at first .tempted to fault the answer to
Question 1 for its failure to mention the shadowed cedar woods,
the brilliant glare of the plains, and the clamor of civiliza-
tion will probably be disarmed by the student's sophisticated
handling of tenses and participles and by her excellent use of
parallel structure. The answer is a clear, concise statement
of the essential differences between where the bear has been
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and where, he is going. If it seems a triflef short on some
details, it is an excellent and perceptive preamble to the
extraordinarily thorough and sensitive answ rs that follow-
The teacher who has compulsively jotted sho tcomings in the
'margins will want to cross them out. In fa t, beyond making
a self-reminder to teach a few details in mchanics, such as
underlining words referred to as words'(se the answer to
Question 2), one ought to indulge in the r re excitement of
welcoming answers that discover insights, Tome of which would
not have occurred to the teacher.

uld not normally anticipate such answers at these,
however, n from a gifted high-school senior, especially:
under the time pressure imposed by the original seven-question
test. In fact, the English Committee found, in evaluation of
the pretest results, that the questions could not all be an-
gwered adequately within the time allotment. Some students
rushed through the questions, missing all the subtle points.
Others, more diligent, dug so deeply that/ they couldn t finish
on time. These are problems that teachets must reckon with
under normal test circumstances. They become exaggerated when -

the time allotment is unrealistic.

"The Bear on the-Delhi Road" does not prOvide textbook.criteria
1'for analysis of poetry, but it does evokp subtle responses k.
that get to the almost intangible heart of poetry. In this
-capacity it has proved to be aft.especially effective work. The
following answers, written by a good, but not exceptional, 10th-
grade boy, illustrate hdw effective it is. (Questions X and Y
had been eliminated by the time this sttident took the test.)
The answers to Questions 2 and 4 fall quite short of expecta-
tions, especially the answer to Question 2, which makes no
mention of the words stand and.bring. fok comparison with rear.
But the answer to Question 1 is certainly reasonable, and the
answers to Questions 3 and 5 are seRpitive and respectable. All
five answers will bring the teacher S'ack to reality after having
read the gifted student's answers to the pretest.

Answers by a 10th-grade boy:

1. There are two major differences in where the bear has been
and where he is going. The obvious difference is the fact
that the bear is being taken from his natural habitat
and brought into a strange and pnfriendly environment of
humans. The second and perhaps not as obvious difference
is the taking of the bears freedom. The bear is taken
from his wandering way of life where he is chained and
beat and forced to do little dances in order to amuse
the sick'humor of the "human beings."
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2. The word r, r is more effective first of all,
because of its generaltmeaning, which is to raise, as
parents raise a child, teaching the child the cor-
rect norms and manorisms of the society. Secondly,
the word rear implies that the bear is beingraised
to,fit into a strange society. It is obvious that
theybear is full grown merely by the way the poem
opens in the begining. In other words the bear
is Seing forced to forget the past way of living,
and to remember the new way of life.

3. The poet uses several words that give the physical
appearance and gestures of the bear, projecting

I
sympathy for him. Some of words are on lines
7 and 8. The lines read, " P pulls on a ring, in
the great soft nose': This, to me, gives the feeling
of forcefulness, that of not wanting to go but being
forced. I also can't help, but think of this steel
ring being placed through the soft nose of the bear,
and the pain that the bear must have felt. Some
other words, line 10, are "rolling eyes': This again
gives the feeling of pain, and perhaps expressing
the fear of not knowing what is going to hapPen. In

line 18 the words "is.their living too", can make
somedne. feel.sorry for the bear', because these men
are using the bear to make money for themselves. The
idea Of making money is not bad, but it is the way in

. ,

which they do it. The are using the bear to make
money without the bears permission. Another is line
28, the words "praying claws': This simply shows of.the
bears fear and subconsious wish to be free.

4. They danced galvanically. The purpose for this wild
dancing was to tire the captive bear. They also danced
in a trance, of course this was after the bear had been
beaten and made to live differently.

4

5. I feel that this poem is trying to real e to the reader
the exploitation of people by other pe le in order to
adva.n6e He did this by us the representation
of a helpless ar and the, perhaps f4rupirior, represen-
tation of the two men. If he wasn't Jpñjing to show the .

evil of exploitation, and the dange nd unhappiness of
forceful change, maybe he was trying to show the cruelty
and injustice that is done to animals in a zoo or circus.

7 6'
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SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CLASSROOM STUDY OF POETRY

Thefollowing suggestions are a few that have roved success-

ful in the teaching of poetry to students of middle-school age

and older:

1. Choose a be inning text that really appeals to the
lively interests of the students. The poems should
be shortIvnd provocative, dealingwith ideas that the
studen an understand and identify with.

2. Get studetts personally involved in a critical appre-
ciation of pbetry. Start by setting some standard9
for respectable poetry. Otherwise the level of ap-
proval will quickly sink to that of doggerel. For
instance, a comparison of the following two poems
can illustrate some differences between good and
inferior poetry:

A.* I taste a liquor never brewed,
From tankards scooped in pearl;
Not all the vats upon, the Rhine

- Yield such an alcohol!

Inebriate of air am I, g
And debauchee of dew, V
Reeling, through endlesk summer days,
From inns of molten blue.

When landlords turn the drunken bee
Out of the foxglove's door,
When butterflies.renounce their drams,
I shall but drink the more:

Till seraphs swing their snowy hats,
And saints to,windows run,
To see the little tippler
Leaning against the'sun!

)B.** Away, where leaves scarce grown are strown,
, O'er the hills by the dewdrops known,

Across the dales by the dewdrops known,
Away from the city I'll.flee.

* By Emily Dickinson.
**Anonymous. 7 7
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I'll seek me a hilly throne of stone,
Where summer flowers by the winds are blown,
Where woodland smells by the winds are blown,
And free as the winds I'll be.

There on my hilly throne alone,
Where skies of blue to me are shown,
Where.wonderful shrubs to me are shown,
Laurel tree and buzzing bee.

Other examples, of different subjece matter, are
'advisable, too, lest student,xthink poetry must be
limited to the 'wonders of nattre.

Then ask the students to browse through their
poetry texts and be prepared individually to present
and advocate poems of their own choosing. This
sharpens personal ,interest and group participation,
and it demands very specific, critical, supportive
argument.

3. Encourage the art of reading and reciting aloud.
Hold poetry-reaaing contests, and prepare for them

-with zoaching sessions. Students genuinely enjoy
hearing themselves-and each other improve under
the stress of individual coaching and friendly com-
petition.

Some poems are especially appropriate for
choral reading, which provides quite marvelous
opportunities to distort rhythm, pitch, stress, and
juncture for dramktic and musical effects.

Memorization, too, should be encouraged, rather
than scorned as old-fashioned. Most students accept
the challenge and takd obvious pride in their suc-
cess. A few will stubbornly refuse (then surrepti-
tiously ask for a'second chance). The discipline
is excellent, and memoried patterns of artistic word

'-choice and syntax have sulatle influences on one's
ability to express oneself Za-g-anyone who acts in
plays_ knows).

4. Early in the study of poetry, insist on some very
close reading. Choose an especially stimulating poem
with striking word choices; get the students to jot
down,all-the images and phrases that are interesting;
then get the students to copy the poem in longhand
and discover how many more images and phrases strike
them.

5. Praise students lavishly for their interpretive in-
sights and for their creations of felicitous imagery
and poetic structure. Nothing encourages students so
effettively as the teacher's,enthusiasm for individual
efforts. Be sure to praise only what is good, but
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4.

don't discourage students whose efforts are at first
unsuccessful. ,

6. Involve students in the creative process of writing
.poetry.* Publish, just for the classroom, a weekly
duplicated anthology of the students' works. Let
the stddents read their own works and constructively
(but truthfully) participate in the criticism. Such
an approach soon provides for students some profound
insights into creative uses of words dnd ideas.

7. Most poems are full of evocative pictures Snd sounds.
Encourage students to experience and,recreate such
imagery through projects such as the following:

a: 'Student's present a sensitive live reading
of a favorite poem accompanied by recorded
or taped music of their choice.

A
b. Students play a tape of-a favorite poem read

by them while prOjec ing a series of magazine
pictures on a screeny means of an opaque
projector.

c. Students print or pho oduplicate a poem
on an original poster or collage that
captures the mood or imagery of that poem.
Over the yeap the teacher retains the best
posters and pollages and uses them as dis-
plays in the classroom during poetry study.

8. For work with sCansion, first select poems strictly
illustrative of the four basic meters -- iambic,
trochaic, anapestic, dactylic. Ask for volunteers
who can play drums-or a guitar. Then persuade this
"rhythm section" to establish a beat while someone
else (or a choral group) in the class readt=oem,
exggerating the accented syllables. With'
prabtbce, the students will soon develap a feel for
the stresses and for the metric patterns. More
sophisticated students may, on.their own, want to
work up a poetry-and-music presentation.

An overhead projector or an opaque projector
can be very useful as a visual aid and a time-save7t
in pointing out stressed and unstressed syllables/1n
time to a choral class reading of the projected jmage.

Most important, the teacher should like the poems he or she

*Make use of such books as Kenneth Koch's Wishes, Lies, and
Dreams, Teaching Children to Write Poetry.--Thri ba-ikis a good
source of ideas for inspiring you g students to write poetry.
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chooses for study. The pleasure 4:4 sharing an enthusiasm for
a poem, a short story, an essay, a play, a novel is what has
sustained man's interest in literature. This pleasure, tact-
fully shown by the teacher, is welcomed by most students, who
will respond by wanting to sh e with the teacher their own
enthusiasm.

Enthusiasm and persistence Will win many a student and
teacher to a love of poetry. Once the conVergion is made, the
teacher can introduce the technical mysteries of poetry as
questions and interest dictate. For enhancement of the teactier's -
competence in.dealing with these "mysteries," we recommend a
look at the bibliography on poetry in' the first volume of this
Notebook.

eP
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